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Xn oduc 11 on
What oonsolidatlon can or cannot do toward equalizing the educational opportunities of the twelve million rural children (4) and the children who enjoy the benefits of the city school, will be the burden of this thesis* That there are great inequalities is not disputed by anyone familiar with existing conditions in the rural school* A change is 30 vital to the welfare of our nation that the question should challenge our best minds*
There are too many places in the United States,' and especially in Montana, where the statement of Commissioner Glaxton is still true: "The ruralschool has been a little house on a little ground, with little equipment, where a little teacher at a little salary, for a little while, teaches little children little things*"
Many demagogues have boasted of our excellent and progressive school systems, of their efficiency, and our nation-wide equal educational opportunity* This equal opportunity is erroneous* The united States Bureau of Education makes the statement that, "Opportunities for education in moat of the rural sections of the United States are exceedingly meager in oompariaion with the opportunities offered In cities* (34)
A noted German observer said, "Thus we see in the United States today the sharpest contrast be­tween school systems ; those that are incredibly bad and others of the highest possible type that would do credit to the finest civilized nation of the globe*" (31)
A few studies for the comparison of children in rural and urban schools are cited below to show that these statements are indeed based upon fact*
The Courtis arithmetic tests were given by E. H* Taylor and the county superintendent to most
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of the children in a certain Illinois oounty* (92)A comparison of results with the scores published by Courtis shows that the rural schools are consis­tently below the others# Grades III ^ d  17 of the rural schools are approximately a grade below, grades 7 and 71 are almost two grades below* grade 
711 is more than a grade but less than two grades below* and grade 7III is at least two grades below.
Similar tests were given by Richard Zeidler to the children in rural and village schools of Santa Clara County* California, and his report is as fol­lows: "It will be noted that rural and villageschools in Santa Clara County* in every subject and in every grade, fall below the median scores for the cities. This inferiority ranges as high as six hun­dred per cent* as is shown in division in the fifth grade.......It will be seen that rural schools ofSanta Clara County fall* on the average* fully two grades below the twentv small western cities used for comparison." (101)
Charles Ik. Harlan in "A Comparison of Writing* Spelling and Arithmetic Abilities of Country and City Children" concludes * "A comparison of the above averages shows an advantage of from seven to four­teen words per hundred in favor of the city pupils# The country averages are uniformly lower than the city averages. This is no mere statistical accident. The pupils of the rural schools do not spell as well on written tests as do the children of the city schools. •• #In summarizing, one may say that in the fundamental operations of arithmetic the pupils of the rural school rank approximately two grades be­low the pupils of the city schools." (55)
A survey was made in the state of 7irginia which gives comparative results for country and city schools for the following testa: Thorndike HeadingScale A2, 7irginia Reading Test Sigma 8 * 7irginia General Examination Exercise 1, Ayres Spelling Scale Starch Scale for Measuring Handwriting* Woody Arith-* metic Scale Series B* Courtis Standard Research Test
in Arlthmetlo Series and. the Nassau County Supple­ment to the Hlllegas Scale for Measuring English Composition. About sixteen thousand children were examined, one third of them being in rural schools. The general character of the results is indicated by these g_uo tat ions :
"In summary it may be said that the condition of reading in the Virginia City schools is fairly satisfactory. In the rural schools, however, there is a deficiency that should be met by vigorous reme­dial measures.”
In regard to handwriting; "The scores .for rural schools having four or more rooms compare favorably with those for city schools, and the progress is regular from grade to grade. The average progress is .4 of a scale-step per year, which is less than it should be by Starch Standards. The one-room country school shows the poorest record."
In regard to spelling: "The most notable défi­ciences are in the one-room school....In three cases the deficiency is a year or more of progress as measured on the Ayres Scale."
In arithmetic the rural schools were from one to two years behind the city ones. "The inferiority of the small rural school is apparent from the fig­ures given. In reality the inferiority ia even greater since in all non—city schools children are on the average about a year older than city children, and in the one-room schools children are on the av­erage about a year and a half older than city child­ren in each of the upper grades." (48)
Conditions in Montana are very similar to those already cited. In 1920-El standard tests in reading arithmetic, spelling, language, and penmanship were given to the pupils in eleven consolidated schools and thirty-four one-teacher schools chosen at random, to determine the comparative results of school work in these two types of schools. In practically every
4 ^
subjeot ajad. every grade, tiie pupils of one-teaoh.er rural schools were from half a year to a year behind the children of consolidated schools* The training of the teachers in the consolidated schools was con^ siderably better than that of the teachers of the state as a whole » and very much superior to the teachers of small rural schools* (96)
With the knowledge of these uneg,ual education­al opportunities before us, no one can complacently say, "let the rural community take care of its own affairs." It is as obviously impossible for a ru­ral community whose schools are in the greatest need of change, to meet its own problems as it is for a man to lift himself by his own boot-straps.
There is more at stake than merely providing good schools for the rural children. Calvin Cool- idge says, "If we ever permit our farming population to fall to the level of a mere agricultural peasant­ry, they will carry down with them the general social and economic level. Every citizen among us has a personal concern in the welfare of the farmer. The fortunes of all of us will, in the end, go up or down with his." (SI)
Many students of history seem to believe that peasantry is the ultimate end of every agricultural class. The only way to ward off this tragedy is through the common schools. One Iowa farmer, when protesting against a consolidated school in his lo­cality, indignantly but naively remarked: "Wefarmers don’t need no more education. The trouble is we have let city people get too much of it al­ready." (21) He was ignorant,, but he realized that the reason the city people were getting the best of him was the amount of education which they had had.
Dr. Dewey says, "What the best and wisest par­ent wants for his own child, that must the community want for all its children. Any other ideal for our schools is narrow and unlovely. Acted upon, it de­stroys our democracy." (35)
5 .
Much of the trouble lies in the fact that the rural community as a whole does not realize how poor Its school facilities are, or realizing it, does not know how to better them. It is not re­markable that many people in such communities fol­low the path of least resistance and, instead of trying to awaken the community to its needs and to a desire to better things, merely move away to a village or city where superior schools are to be enjoyed. (76) (77) (21)
In our early history farm lands were so plentiful that every family desiring it, could secure a farm by homesteading it or paying a few dollars per acre. With the exhaustion of public lands, tenantry began to increase. See Exhibit A. In nine leading agricultural states the number of landless farmers has increased to between forty and fifty percent. In some of the central states more than half of the farmers are landless. (21) (68)
In 1926 in one little community in Montana fifty-four people went away either temporarily or permanently, because there was no high school.This was almost twenty-five percent of the popu­lation.
When the family must move or the children be sent away from home to go to school, the breaking up of the home-^life leads to general unhappiness and discontent with the farm. Ho one can have much respect for living conditions which offer no advantages for the education of the young people. The exodus of intelligent farmers from the country to the city is becoming serious. The owner of the farm is being replaced by a less intelligent and less democratic individual who not only is a poorer producer» but is not usually of the type which will build a strong democratic nation if he is not given proper educational opportunities. Even now farmers are notorious for their inability to work together and have never learned what the patriot of 1776
EXHIBIT A 
7AR1C TENANTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
I860 « « « « » «  25» o)»
1890 ..........  28.4^
1900 ..........  35.3^
1 9 1 0 ...........37 %
1920 ........... 38.1^
Figures secured from the Fourteenth 
Census Report, 1920.
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appreciated, that unless they "hang together" they will 'hang separately*" They have been imposed upon and deceived by propogandists who form organizations among them, charge large initiation fees, and then decamp with their gains. Unless the farmers them­selves become intelligent and trained to manage their own affairs and stick together through thick and thin, their future seems hopeless.
It is too late to do much with the adult. It is very hard to teach an old dog new tricks, but puppies can learn them easily. Before the Baron von Bismarck organized the marvelous Prussian fighting machine he provided military schools for the youth, and before we can hope to have a prosperous, con­tented group of farmers, the farm children must be educated as efficiently as our city children are.Just as a chain is no stronger than its weakest link a democratic nation is weakened by every illiterate unsocial citizen in its boundaries.
The Sixth Conference on Educational Measure­ments, Indiana University, in making an investiga­tion at the request of the state legislature, shows that in certain agricultural communities so large a proportion of the most capable people have left the farms that more than one-fourth of the children of those remaining were found to be feeble-minded. (21) It seems to be the common observation throughout rural America that for many years now the brightest and the best-educated young people have been leaving the farms and going to the cities. "Lincolns come from the rural districts, but they never go back."
(21Î
In a recent investigation of intelligence among children of rural and city schools in a re­gion where the shifting of the most competent from the country to the city has gone on for a long time, the city children showed an average intelligence quotient of 100.5, whereas the rural children in­vestigated showed an average intelligence quotient of 77. (77)
7.*
Dr. Finney claims that the backwardness of rural education is our most critical social problem. (42) Farm life has been very greatly modified and improved by the industrial changes of the past half century. The oxcart has been replaced by the horse and wagon, and they in turn are giving place to the truck; the horse and buggy has been replaced by the automobile; tallow candles have retired in favor of gasoline and electric lights; the old plow horses are giving way to the farm tractor; the binder does the work of many cradlers; and the threshing machine has superseded the flail; but the old one-room school remains very much as itwas fifty years ago, except that it is not holding the older pupils in school as well as its fore-runner did. The hitching rack on the village street was a necessary thing in the days gone by, but with changed conditions it is not only unnecessary but a hindrance. Is not the one room school a parallel example of things outgrown?
V
P7Ttle.S
(Diagram suggested i» a lecture by Ur. Uaddock)
In the days of the horse and "buggy, the farmer secured his social contacts within a five-mile ra­dius of home, the distance his horse could travel in one hour - 78.54 square miles.
On the same hasis, the social contacts today when 1,979,564 farmers have automobiles and over one hundred thirty thousand have trucks (46) would extend within a radium of twenty-five miles, the distance covered by his car in one hour - 1,963.5 square miles.
A generation ago social contacts were very limited, but at present such contacts and the re­sulting responsibilities are many times greater. Therefore, although the one-room school may have been good enough to prepare for a life built upon
a seventy-eight square mile basis, a much broader education is necessary to prepare for the immense area upon which a modern life is built.
Vfhen city schools were small and inefficient and one rarely traveled beyond his county line, the country child did not face very serious competition. He was about as well prepared for life as anyone likely to compete with him. Today city schools are growing bigger, more efficiently managed, and more highly specialized. The great technical high schools in our large cities offer advantages not dreamed of twenty years ago. What chance is there for a child trained in a one-room school by a par­tially educated, inexperienced young teacher to compete with his city cousin? His chances for suc­cess are dwindling to the vanishing point, and his parents are helpless unless they can send him to a city where he severs home ties ̂ or sell their only means of support and move away, gambling on their chance to make a living in surroundings which are alien, since they are trained only for farm work.
The rural child must have eq.ual educational opportunities with the city child. We must not be content with educating a few leaders. Leaders who are too far in advance of the rank and file of the population are no longer leaders but have lost con­tact with the group and have become strays.
The rural school needs to be even more com­prehensive than the city school because only through it can the country child receive the social advan­tages which have grown up around the city child and provide for him valuable experiences in addition to the education furnished in his superior school.This important training is necessary if the child is to be prepared to take his place and become an effi­cient citizen.
It would appear that the best vehicle to bring about this needed reform in rural education is con­solidation, which means the abandonment of small
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Improperly equipped, schools, and the concentration of school work in fewer places, with a larger unit of support so as to distribute the tax burden «nd the surplus wealth more equitably. As Dr. LeRoy A. Zing says, "There Is probably no movement In educa­tion that promises so far-reaching an influence for the development of rural life in our country as that of the consolidated school." (61)
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PART I CONSOLIDATION IN THE ONITED STATES 
I Early History and Growth of Consolidation
How the consolidated school cameatout makes an interesting study. Theoretically^ consolidation dates back to the time when the first pupils who had been taught by private tutors were brought to­gether under the instruction of one public school teacher! The Massachusetts law of 1647 made the original school district. It consisted of the town* i. e.* the township* but as time passed the town gradually split up into smaller districts. (72)
At first there was no country school problem. City and country schools were all alike with eq.ual- ly poor buildings * poor eg,uipment, and untrained teachers with low salaries. As the wealth and the people began to concentrate in cities* the curri­culum was enriched and the buildings were improved. The rural schools were left far behind. Only re«- oently have they begun to realize their inferiority and look for ways to improve.
The local district system grew in the follow­ing way. The first settlers lived close together for mutual protection and aid, and the laws often specified that no one should live farther than a half mile from the meeting house. Later, as the Indian menace was removed, new settlements grew up in outlying territory. Since the law required that a school be held in each town, it became customary for the teacher to hold school in each settlement for a period of time eq,uivalent to the amount of financial support which that particular settlement contributed. Inasmuch as most of the people were so engrossed with subduing the soil* the matter of school supervision was left more and more to the selectmen of each community. VThen the ppp%ilation became greater and more than one itinerant teacher was necessary in a town, the management came more and more under local control. By the time of the
lE V
Revolutionary War, the district system as we now iXLOW itTOS firmly established. There were few laws relating to schools, and as a result each district became practically autonomous. A school was either good or poor according to the financial and in­tellectual status of the community in which it was located.
From these Hew England states the district system spread to the northern and western states.It probably provided the best educational facil­ities under pioneer conditions because it fitted into the geographical subdivisions, and helped to satisfy the small community's pride in having its own schoolhouse, but it has now become a stumbling block to the more efficient graded consolidated school. To be sure there are localities so isolated that pioneer conditions still prevail, and the one- room school is the only possible means of education, but these places are by no means as numerous as the prevalence of the one-room school would indicate.
Horace Mann, from the beginning of his term as secretary of the board of education of Massachusetts^ recognized that the school district system was one of the greatest barriers to educational progress. (61) In 1838 he succeeded in having a law passed by the legislature authorizing two or more districts to establish a union schools In 1850 a law was placed on the statute books instructing a town how to dis­pose of its district schoolhouses in case it decided to abolish the districts. It is reported that by 1860 probably one hundred towns and cities, includ­ing about half the inhabitants of the state, had voluntarily abandoned the district system. During the following twenty years many laws were made and repealed, but in 1882 the school district was per­manently abolished. At that time only forty towns had retained the district. This does not mean, of course, that one-room schools had vanished, but the town had become the supervising and taxing unit.
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When north Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Wyo­ming, Idaho, and Washington became states, each established a school system in which the county was divided into districts. In general they made each city and incorporated town a single school district, set minimum limitations for the creation or con­tinuance of districts, arranged for high schools, and provided legal ways of uniting districts. (4) They did not, however, enter upon planned programs for the consolidation of schools.
Hew Jersey in 1886 and Nebraska in 1889 enacted laws permitting consolidation of school districts if the districts affected initiated the request for it. In 1889 Florida abolished the districts and gave the county board power to locate, consolidate, and maintain schools. In 1893 districts were per­mitted to consolidate in Texas. This permissive legislation was not generally taken advantage of#
After 1890 there was an awakened interest in the rural school. The United States Commissioner of Education wrote a report on consolidation in Hew England. The National Education Association ap­pointed a committee of twelve to investigate and make recommendations in 1897. State laws in all parts of the country began to set definite limits for small districts and favor consolidation. The township unit system made gains.
The movement spread from Massachusetts into Ohio and Indiana. (71) These statès also organ­ized on the township basis of administration. In 1892 Kingsville Township, Ohio, decided to trans­port the children to a central district school, and through the enactment of a bill in the legis­lature, the state met the cost of transportation.A general law was passed in 1898 relative to trans­portation. This was followed by another act in 1904 authorizing the board of education in town­ships to abolish all subdistricts and convey the pupils to a central district. The movement for
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oonsolldatlon progressed rapidly until, in 1912, one hundred ninety-two towhships in the state had com­pletely centralized their schools.
In Indiana the movement began to flourish with the passage of an act by the legislature in 1889 recognizing the right of township trustees to pay for the transportation of pupils to consolidated schools. In 1912 there ware five hundred eighty- nind consolidated schools distributed in seventy- three of the ninety-two counties of the state.
By 1910 thirty-four states had enacted laws permitting transportation of pupils. The most back­ward states were Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Mont­ana, Wyoming, Nevada, and North Dakota.
While Massachusetts, Ohio, and Indiana have probably established a greater proportion of con-* solidated schools than any of the other states,yet today there is not a state in which there are not some consolidated schools. States with the larger township and county units of administration have made the greatest progress. New York and Illinois with the school district type of organization have proportionally the smallest number of consolidated schools. (61)
In 1924 in the following sixteen states, - Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Mass­achusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Vermont, - there were 5,946 consoli­dated schools with an attendance of approximately 969,136 pupils. Of this number 212,947 were trans­ported by 5,266 busses and 3,556 horse-drawn vehicles. In thirteen of these states 4,543 one-teacher schools were closed between 1920 and 1924. More were closed in Iowa, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania than in any of the other states, but there were^ still 60,617 one- teacher schools in the thirteen states, an average of 4,663. Iowa still had 11,000; Illinois had 10,00Q
is;
and Pennsylvania had 9 ,000. The outlay for motor busses in six of the states vfas $990*058, and the cost of transportation in five of the states which had figures on the subject was $£,529,175,
In 1922 the states showing an increase of one— room schools were Arizona, California, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, and Wyoming, All the others show a decrease, Florida leads with a de- orease of £3,2^, and Texas is second with £3^, (5)
Randolph County, Indiana, is one of the most conspicuous examples of consolidation in the middle west. Excellent roads have simplified the matter.In 1900 there were one hundred thirty-seven inde­pendent schools, most of which were one-room, poorly equipped, with an attendance at each ranging from five to twenty pupils, and a term averaging one hundred fifty-one days. In 1922 these conditions had changed. There were twenty consolidated schools and four one- room ones. Nineteen of the schools range in value from $17,500 to $117,000 each, with all modem equip­ment, While the number of young people was less in 1922 than in 1900, five times as many graduated from high school.
Transportation is furnished by horse-drawn wagonettes, auto busses, and trolley car. Vocation­al graining is given. The schools have become the community centers, and the pride of their supporters. Opportunity for broader and more worth-while develop­ment has been provided. Cooperation of the whole community is growing. Community ideals have been raised to a higher level, (51)
In Mississippi in 1920 there were 470 consoli­dated schools located in seventy-eight counties with an enrollment of 61,821 pupils. Over thirty thousand of these pupils were transported by means of 1,539 wagons or busses at a coat of $99,447 per month, (61)
In North Dakota there were 51,300 pupils en-
16^ •
polled in the elementary grades of consolidated schools, and 7,871 enrolled in the high schools.
(4)
In lowa there was an average of one new con­solidated sohool per year between 1897 and 1912, and average of forty new consolidated schools per year between 1913 and 1916, and an average of sixty new consolidated schools per year between 1917 and 1920* By December, 1921, there were four hundred thirty-nine.
As a result of a county survey in 1917, the board of education in Montgomery County, Alabama, decided to consolidate the schools, and in 1918 and 1919 twelve auto busses were purchased to transport children to seven rural centers. By May, 1922, the board had purchased a total of twenty machines which covered a mileage of 107,308 miles for the school^ year ending May, 1922. (61)
In the United States as a whole an average of one thousand school consolidations were formed year­ly from 1918 to 1922. Public money spent for pupil transportation increased about three and one-half millions of dollars annually. The number of one- room schools decreased about four thousand five hun­dred during this period. (5)
Prior to 1923 there were sixty one-teaoher schools closed in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania through the organization of eighteen consolidated ones. Some of the children were transported by rail­road or trolley. The first auth bus was used in 1909. Today practically all of the districts use busses.The expense in the three districts using trolley ranges from llĵ  per day per pupil to $1.25 per day per pupil. Motor busses cost from 5/ per day per pupil to 39^ per day per pupil. "The new consolidations have enriched courses, mass athletic^ and organized play, social contacts in large groups, and one grade per teacher as opposed to the discarded one-teacher schools
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ITwo or three years were req.u.tred for many of the people to pass through the successive stages of violent opposition and g,uiesoent skepticism, but in no community can one now find a considerable number of citizens who desire to go back to the one-room schools. The auto bus and better roads are the agencies which make possible the consoli­dated school and its resultant fuller rural life.*^
(61)
It is estimated that there were 12,500 con­solidated schools in 1923, with an enrollment of about 2,050,000. There were about 37,000 vehicles in use, and they transported 851,000 children daily at public expense to and from schools. A conservative estimate of the capital outlay is in the neighborhood of $7,500,000. (4)
Montana's condition follows* In 1923-24 there were 2,909 one-room schools out of a total of 3,129 elementary schools: there were ninety-eightconsolidations, six being established that year.(94) In 1925-26, out of a total of 3,019 el­ementary schools, 2,966 were one-room. There were one hundred forty other sohool buildings which housed both elementary and high schools. The eighty-six consolidations in effect this year were to a large extent, among these one hundred forty schools. Three of these were new consolidations.(95)
One peculiar difficulty confronts the inves­tigator, at least in Montana. After a district has been consolidated and operates a few years, it is no longer considered a consolidation by the people concerned. A new school-man taking charge supposes that the district as it exists was always so, and he reports, "Ho consolidation" when ques­tioned. County superintendents show a similar tendency, so that a consolidation seems to cease being a consolidation as soon as all thé patrons become oriented and feel themselves to be a bona fide part of the new organization. While this is
la.
distressing to one trying to secure data, it is a healthy condition. After two or more communities have united to provide better educational facilites for their children, the sooner the people forget that they have ever been divided, the more truly is the school a consolidation.
X9 • -
II Outstanding Consolidations
To "brlAg the history of consolidation up to the present time, I have selected a few outstanding schools in different localities, the stories of which are duplicated in scores of other places.These examples should suffice to show just what consolidation can do and is actually doing in pro­
gressive localities*
A southern example of what can he done'is ob­tained in Lafayette Parish, La. This parish covers two hundred seventy-nine sq.uare miles and had twenty-six one-room schools. Now there are only two one-room schools in the parish, but there are nineteen consolidated ones, six of these having a four-year high school, and three others having two years above the seventh grade. (Louisiana is or­ganized on the 7-4 plan.) There are forty-six transportation routes, no child going over six miles or being enroute more than forty-five minutes. Fourteen hundred children are transported at a cost of 10/ per child per day. Both motor busses and horse-drawn wagonettes are used. The drivers are paid $65 per month and are bonded for one-tenth of their salary. The drivers own their conveyances.In addition to the regular courses, the four-year high schools have courses in agriculture, home economics, and shop work. There is a farm demon­stration agent, and a home demonstration agent, and a club agent, all directing community clubs of boys and girls. There is an annual contest of all the pupils in athletic and literary events. The winners go to the state meet. These contests arouse much community interest. The schools have audito­riums which are used by the communities for many kinds of helpful meetings. (41)
The Jordan District, Sandy, Utah, has shown what can be done in the way of an open—country high school. The district includes twelve to\vns in each of which an elementary school is maintained covering
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first eight grades, and farm children are trans- orted to the nearest town. 2,780 children attend ?Kese elementary schools and twenty-four vans are aed to transport them. The new high school build- in« is 225 feet long, 166 feet wide, and 45 feet h i ^  contains thirty rooms, and cost $225,000.Th^Q is an auditorium which seats nine hundred, and a gymnasium 60 x 90 feet. The heating plant con­tains two eighty-horse-power boilers with electric stokers. There are brick residences for the super­intendent, principal, and engineer. The campus consists of twenty^three acres and has a football field, a track, tennis courts, gardens, and farm plots. The plant accommodates seven hundred fifty students, and draws from communities from two and a half to twelve miles distant. . A fleet of fourteen motor busses brings the pupils at an annual cost of $27,500. Twelve of the busses are driven by the older boys, after they have taken a course in auto­mobile mechanics in the high school. The busses are overhauled, repainted, revarnished, and kept in repair by the boys in this class.
Two req^uirements of the school are a thorough study of English and keeping physically fit. Music work is encouraged. On the annual field day a chorus of eight hundred opens the program. There is a lyceum course with high class artists, and regular moving pictures of an elevating kind. The curriculum includes commercial courses. Smith- Hughes vocational agriculture, and excellent science courses with well eq.uipped laboratories.
In the large shops pupils repair automobiles, trucks, and tractors for the community at cost.They construct actual buildings in the community and do such cement work as foundations, floors, septic tanks, and sidewalks. Tools and skates are sharpened, furniture is made andupholstered, and general repair work done. The boys are paid for work done outside class time as follows: pupilswith one year of shop training get $2.50 per day;
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niiDils with two years’ training receive $3.00 per dav* those with three years’ training receive $3.50 er day; and those with four years’ training are ‘aid $4^00 per day. The amount earned by boys In one year has run as high as $8,000. One of the school slogans is: "If it is made of wood, brick,stone, or cement, (and it is educational), we do it, from grass roots through to painL"
The girls are encouraged to take two years* work in domestic science and household management, since the family thrift depends largely upon the business ability of the mother. There are dress­making and millinery classes enrolling about one hundred twenty-five girls annually. The cooking class runs a cafeteria which provides about two hundred fifty hot meals daily. The girls doing this work are paid from twelve to twenty cents per 
hour. (21)
The Orange Township Consolidated School, located in Black Hawk County, Iowa, is also a purely rural school, having no village or town in its borders. It is located five miles from Water­loo and serves an area of thirty-nine square miles. There are one hundred thirty-two farm homes in ths area. (20) The school is on a par with city schools, having an equivalent force of teachers,
4ne equal number of years of schooling and months per year, excellent buildings and equipment, and supervision by trained supervisors. In detail, there are eleven Instructors: four elementarygrade teachers, four high school teachers, one music supervisor, one vocational agriculture teacher, and a superintendent. Transportation is furbished by twelve horse-drawn vehicles bringing two hundred thirty pupils per day. The district built a modem home for the superintendent and his family, and for the janitor and his family. The teachers live in farm homes not far from\the school house. A very modem and well-equipped community church is located near the school building.
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Hhe elementary grade teachers all have two years professional training; the high school teachers all have four years above a standard high school; two of the high school teachers hold M»A. tereos! The school course is twelve years in length and nine months per year. The vocational agricul­ture course is maintained for twelve months per year. The buildings are brick, fire-proof, and of pleasing architecture. The school house is thoroughly modern as to lighting, running water,for drinking fountains, steam heat, fan ventilating system, neat toilets on various floors, septic tank sewage disposal, elec­tric lights and electrically driven pumps from a power line, well-eq.uipped classrooms, laboratories, and libraries, a high school assembly room, and gym- nasiu#. The superintendent holds an M.A. degree, owns a farm in the community, and spent his boyhood on a farm.
Besides the regular school work, the following contribute to the intellectual growth of the com­munity: Y.M.C.A.; Girl Reserves; W.C.T.U. ; Mothers ̂Clubs ; Barent-Teacher Association; school orchestra; glee clubs ; band; literary and musical programs; community lyceum course; fathers-and-sons banquet ; mothers-and-daughters banquet ; annual picnic on last day of school; Fourth of July celebration.Many economic organizations center around this school There is a township farm bureau carrying on eight or more experiments. The farm institute convenes at the consolidated school and is attended by fathers, mothers, sons, and daughters. A co-operative egg- marketing association is able to command a premium on the regular market price for eggs. They also have a co-operative telephone system, co-operative cream­ery, co-operative fire insurance, and a number of threshing rings.
The general direction of these activities is in the Community Council composed of the president of the Parent-Teacher Association, superintendent of the Sunday School, president of the V/.C.T.U, presi-
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Aanta of the Mothers* Club, of the Farm Bureau, and 
f the township trustees, superintendent of schools, Lid president of the Community Band. A budget of about $700 for community activities is raised by subscription. Most activities are planned for a vear in advance, and responsibility for their pro­motion is widely distributed, causing a large num­ber of people to take active leadership.
Their 1922-23 program shows a social event for every Friday evening from September to June, with an occasional Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday even­ing. The four Friday evenings in September were occupied as follows ; Young peoplo*s party; Parent- teachers* reception; Dairy cattle congress; Liter­ary- faculty program. October offered two high- sohool parties ; Cedar Heights Dramatic Club program; and a corn husking. November*s program was a Repub­lican rally; Armistice Day program; basket ball with Dinsdale at Orange; a lecture by Dr. Steiner of Orinnell College; and basket ball with Geneseo at Orange* December was still fuller, having an Orange concert at Cedar Heights and at Hudson; a mother- and-daughter banquet; Orange concert at Jesup; farm bureau meeting; and basket ball with Jesup at Orange. TheJanuary calender included twu basketball games at Orange ; two literary programs; an entertainment given by Jesup players at Orange; a farm bureau mo­tion picture show; and an all day baby clinic. In February, in addition to two basket ball games and a school directors* caucus, there were two concerts, one by the Hudson orchestra and one by the Dunker- ton Men*s Glee Club. During the remaining three months each grade in the school gave a program; there was a district basket ball tournament and a county league tournament; a concert by the Orange orchestra; a senior class play given two evenings; and the usual festivités in connection with high school commencement.
Macy Campbell, referring to this school says,- "The Oraige Township Consolidated School and the community church are the centers of a very effee-
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tive intellectual, spiritual, and economic life.The school is providing the community with excep­tionally well-informed and disciplined citizens.The church is filling their lives with worthy mo­tives and directing them along a high plane of action. The combination of education, sound mo­tives and willing cooperation engendered by the in­stitutions of this community is making the community very successful in its economic life." (20)
ITnionville Joint Consolidated School, Uhion- ville. Pa., is an example of successful consolida­tion under entirely different surroundings. There were four school districts prior to consolidation three years ago, maintaining eighteen one-room, one two-room, and one four-room schools, nearly all of them in a dilapidated condition. There was no high school. The patrons were Quakers, notoriously con­servative in all of their ideas. These schools were all closed, and the children are now trans­ported by busses owned by the districts to one cen­tral school. The high school children who formerly went to the nearest town are now taken care of at the central school. The first four grades are handled on a strictly graded basis. The fifth and sixth grades are departmentalized. There is a six year junior-senior high school with no line of de­marcation between the seventh and twelfth grades.In addition there is a vocational high school where­by all boys in the ninth and tenth grades must spend half of each day on agricultural and other related work, while the girls spend a similar amount of time in home-making. In the eleventh and twelfth grades advanced courses in these two departments are offered to those who choose to take them. In this way they attempt to prepare all of the girls for future home-making, and all of the boys for farm work. In addition, however, they can cover suffi­cient academic work to enter college. A strong extra-curricular program is also maintained, in addition to the regular curricular work. Believ­ing that music should occupy a large place in the
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of the school, a man was employed who could life o Tocal and Instrumental music, it was
to give music lessons free of charge to any- who wished them and provided his own instrument, Y^ooositlon was made to the pupils and nearly S«ndped boys and girls immediately enrolled.+-he Barents realized what the price of instru- ta was many decided that they could not afford ?? Thirty children, however, secured instruments ond worked enthusiastically. Before the year was ver they had taken part in several entertainments «hich surprised and delighted the parents. The second year, 19S6, the classes doubled in size so that there w«B?an orchestra and a bemd numbering over sixty pieces. City children are not dependent upon the school for music lessons, but country children can rarely secure them in any other way.
(47)
Among western states Colorado has perhaps done most in systematic consolidation of its schools, lu 1913 a state-wide campaign for rural school im­provement was inaugurated by the Colorado Agricul­tural College. The physical barriers to consoli­dation in Colorado are as great as can be found any where, and are very similar to those existing in Montana. The mountains are h i ^  and rugged, the winters rigorous, the snow deeper than in most places, and the population sparse. While there has been much road-building in the last few years, there are still thousands of miles of very poor roads. The rural population, however, is beginning to realize that a first-rate school ten miles away is better than a tenth-rate one at the cross-roads.
A complete report of the work in Weld County was published in 1923 (86) There are one hundred sixty-five schools in the county, and twenty-five of them are consolidations. One-third of the total area of the county, which is larger than Rhode Is­land and Delaware combined, one—third of the as­sessed valuation, two-fifths of the teachers and
A modern rural school plant in Colorado  ̂ The Ault Consolidated School.
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Their six motor buses and garage. These trucks carry forty-five children each.
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Ault School, a $100,000 new high school is now being erected.
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1. N e w  Raymer. 2. Ten abandoned buildings. N e w  Raymer. 3. Kuner.tWeld County.)
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1. Present high school, Windsor. 2. Grade School. Windsor. 3. Wind­sor Teacherage, accommodates 32 teachers and cost $36.000. A  new $125.000 high school is now nearing completion. (Weld County.)
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two-fifths of the enrollment are in these twenty- five districts. Eighty-five old buildings have ■been abandoned and new, modern ones have replaced them* The new buildings have over one hundred times the monetary value of those discarded. Eighty warm motor busses are used to transport the children. A few of them ride twenty miles a day in the larger districts. In spite of many poor roads in remote sections, more children attend school than ever attended before, and tardiness is almost eliminated on the part of the transported children. Two hun­dred twenty-two teachers instruct 6,265 children in these twenty-five schools, all of which are graded and, with the exception^fone, are managed and super­vised by experienced superintendents. There are 927 pupils in the high schools now, but before the con- colidation took place only the few who could be sent away from home had high school opportunities. The regular and academic subjects are taught by well- trained, experienced teachers# The larger schools have good commercial and music courses, and most of them have glee clubs, orchestras, and bands. There - are cooking, sewing, housekeeping ahd home-making courses in practically all of them. Many of the schools serve lunches. The school yards are of ample size and have basket-ball courts, baseball diamonds, and football fields. Many have gymnasiums, school papers, and lyceum courses. The homes in the community are changing. Daily papers and good maga­zines are appearing in all of them; more good books are being read; labor-saving devices seen at school are finding a place in the homes, and the vocational classes are enriching the home-life, the girls par­ticipating more in the household duties in coopera­tion with their mothers, and the boys carrying on supervised projects on the farm. The ranch property in thse districts has increased in value as a direct result of the good schools, so that they are con­sidered a "paying proposition." (84) The finest junior-senior high school building in the state was erected in 1922 at Johnstown, a village of three hundred. There is also a large grade building and a
HwHH
TTie Johnstown Consolidated School, Colorado. The original one-room building still stands beside the new High School
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Johnstown School and Garage, a new $100,000 high school is now beingerected.
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garage for the fleet of busses. The auditorium will 
seat over one thousand people. Exhibit 3  is a photo- graph of the new school plant. The one-room school which this supplanted is still standing. Can one compare the broadening, cultural effect of these two schools, even if both had the best teachers procur­
able?
By 1922 four hundred twenty-five old schools had been abandoned in Colorado and replaced by one- hundred forty-six consolidations* These are found in thirty-eight different counties, and in all sections of the state*.
One conspicuous school is at Monument, just over the divide between the Denver & Rio Grande and Santa Fe Railroads, and in view of Pikes Peak» Before the building of this school a traveler passing through Monument on the train carried away the impression of railroad water tank and an old ice-house. Row there is a new $60,000 school building, and the town seems to have taken on new life.
Another successful consolidation is at LaYeta Pass where the elevation is seven thousand feet.
The Elkhead school in Routt county resulted from the consolidation of two schools. It was impossible for the children to reach these schools and some of the parents were beginning to agitate the building of still more one-room schools. A few leaders of the community took counsel together, and the result was a substantial stone schoolhouse and a community building on a forty acre site. The community was not wealthy and the district was bonded to_ the limit, and much volunteer laborwaa used. Since this was insufficient to complete the buildings, a stock company was organized,a&4t shares sold, and a five-room teacherage built. Little cabins were erected on the campus so that the most distant mothers and children could live there for
sa;
the four or five months when the snow was too deep for the children to make a daily trip. During the winter there is a temporary settlement here with a uost office, store, telephone exchange, and weekly movies. The school is fifteen miles from a rail­road and at an elevation ofS six thousand six hun- 
d.red feet *
The Cotopaxi school is a consolidation located in the Royal Gorge where the elevation is six thous­and three hundred feet. Motor busses bring the children through the Gorge most successfully. This would lead one to believe that children living in the mountains can be put into good consolidated schools in spite of high altitudes, rough roads, cold weather, snows, and all of Nature *s hindrances if people really desire to do it.
What has been done so successfully in the mountainous districts is equally effective on the plains. The history of the Pinon school in Pueblo County is interesting. Twenty-three years ago the patrons decided that the work of their one-room school could be improved by securing a better teacher To make this possible they erected a five-room teacherage, the first in the state. Later an assis­tant teacher was hired to help in the one-room build­ing. Ten years passed before any further efforts weremade. The teacher, however^had been doing missionary work, and the first evidence of it was the purchase of a hundred acres of land to acquire title to a fine spring, and the piping of the water to the school and the teacherage* At the same time four more rooms were added to the teacherage, making it a nine-room house. The school was enlarged and an auditorium built. The following year, a consoli­dation was effected with an adjoining district, a second story was added to the school building, and a still larger auditorium built. A second consoli­dation was effected and the school continued to grow. The curriculum was enriched with music, manual training and domestic science courses. At present a free noon-day lunch is served to all the children.
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«  ̂The teacher of the one-room school twenty years ago Is the superintendent of the present consolida- 
^±on and has eensd the district continuously*
The Center School lies partly in Rio Grande County and partly in Saguache County* Two separate consolidations were necessary before the people became really interested, hut when enthusiasm was finally engendered, a building program was started, and the fine new buiIding,(shown in the following exhibiV» which is three hundred eight feet long with thirty-six rooms, is the result. This building was dedicated in 1920 and three thousand people were guests of the community. The building has modern heating, lighting, and ventilating systems, its own telephone exchange connecting all the class rooms, regular laboratories, and special provision for vocational agriculture and home -making, receiv­ing state and federal aid for these classes. It has well equipped shops, a first-aid and health room, and an auditorium with gallery and stage, seating seven hundred. The campus contains thirteen acres. The district comprises one hundred sixty-five square miles. Four hundred fifty children are taught here, two hundred sixty of them being transported by eight large busses. A few of the children ride eighteen or twenty miles twice daily in comfort, but most of them live at lesser distances. The school is in charge of a trained superintendent assisted by'fif­teen teachers.
The Del Forte School, (see exhibit) also in Rio Grande County, is located in the town of Del Forte, altitude seven thousand eight hundred eighty feet, where the Rio Grande River leaves the moun­tains. Eleven districts were consolidated to form this largest district in the state. Ten old build­ings were abandoned, but the two town buildings were kept and are used for the lower grades. A remarkable thing about this consolidation is that the ten country districts voted unanimously for the consolidations, only five votes being cast against it I The new building cost $150,000 and has an audi­torium which will seat one thousand people. Six
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Center Consolidated School. Dedicated March, 1920. Saguache County, Colorado.
Mountjoy and Frewen, architects.
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The eight buildings abondoned as a result of the Center consolidation. The log house
is the original Center school.
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1. N e w  Del Norte High School, pupils and auto trucks in foreground.
2 . and 3. Original buildings now used for the lower grades. 4. The ten buildings abandoned at Del Norte as a result ol consolidation.
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ndred ohlldren are enrolled, t^wenty-two teachers employed, and three hundred children are trans- ^^^ted in eleven “busses, some of them riding seven- miles twice daily. The largest bus is kept at Q ith Fork near the historic Wagon V/heel Gap, seven- + en miles from the school, where the altitude is 
ter eight thousand feet. It picks up its entire load there. The whole community has taken on a new life and has become a contented neighborhood. (84)
(76)
Fourteen miles east of Del Eorte, the town of 
Monte Tista is the seat of a fine town and country consolidation, (see exhibit). A $175,000 bond issue was voted to erect and eg.uip a senior high school, only a few years after a fine new junior high school was built. There are more than nine hundred children enrolled, one hundred sixty-two of them in the high school. Thirty-two teachers are employed, and eight powerful busses transport the 
children.
The Sargent Consolidated School is another big school in the same part of the state. Consolidation started in 1916 with a two year campaign to organize the community. At first three districts were con­solidated; a year later two more districts were added; and at the end of the second year another was added. Upon petitions to the county superin­tendent, portions of eight other adjoining districts were annexed. The present district contains one hundred square miles, two hundred fifty farm homes, a population of a thousand people, and an assessed valuation of about $4,000,000. The first new build­ing was dedicated in 1918, and a large garage-gymna­sium was begun. Twelve large busses were purchased to transport the three hundred fifty children. As soon as these buildings were completed work was started on a nine-room home for the superintendent and other men teachers, and an equally nice eleven- room home for the women teachers. The community then built an eight-room parsonage for the community pastor. In 1920 a bond issue for $125,000 was voted
E X H IB IT  I
Junior High School, Monte Vista
\
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to build a still larger Junior-senior high school vgith an auditorium seating one thousand, and an­other teacherage for the principal of the h i ^  school and other male employees of the district. 
These seven buildings are located on a fourteen acre tract of irrigated land in the center of the district and over a half mile from any farm house. The school has been a marked success from the very beginning. The attendance is twice that of the combined district schoolBprior to consolidation, the elementary work is completely graded, the high school work is on a par with that in the good city schools, and ten times as many children attend high school as ever went away to attend a city school before this one was built. Of the twelve busses used, eleven are driven by teachers, and nine of the eleveji are women. Each driver is paid §25 per month extra. This provides responsible, enthusiastic drivers at a much less cost than pre­vails in any other school in the state. Living on the campus, v;ith no home duties to take their time and energy, these teachers coach the football, .basketball, baseball, and track teams, direct games and social activities, and most remarkable of all, cooperate with the community pastor in teaching classes in the Sunday School, (a flourish­ing organization with about five hundred members direct three Christian Endeavor Societies, and are active members in a women's missionary society, and a Sunday School athletic association. This is a strictly interdenominational church which is building up a genuinely religious background and a spirit of good-will without which successful coop­eration is likely to have a stormy time of it.This excellent school with all of its athletic, literary, vocational, and musical work, together with its transportation service is operated on a twelve mill tax levy. (84)
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1. Sargent High School and Community Center Building. 2. Sargent Grade School, with 12 auto busses in foreground. (John J. Huddart, Architect.) 3. Sargent Garage and Gymnasium, (Kio Grande County).
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1. Superintendent's H o m e — 9 rooms, modern. 2. W o m e n  teachers' home— 11 rooms modern. 3. H o m e  for principal and mechanic; two three-room apartments with bath. 4. Parsonage— 8 rooms. This makes 34 rooms provided for the community workers by the Sargent District.
m
This School and Community Plant at Sargent, Colorado, consists of seven buildings: Community Parsonage; Junior and Senior High 
School and Community Center Building—used as educational, social, civic and religious center; Grade Building; garage 
with twelve motor trucks; home of mechanic and janitor; home of superintendent; Women's 
Teacherage; present value of plant is about ^200 000.
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Ill IHE COI'TFEREIICE OF 19 23
In view of the fact that there were so many '̂ind-s of consolidations » it was very difficult to secure accurate data, as one informant would omit schools "because they did not conform to his defin­ition, while they were included with much detail in other reports* In view of the difficulties encountered by the Bureau of Education, the Com­missioner of Education called a national confer­ence on consolidation of rural schools* This was held in Cleveland, Ohio, in February, 19 23.Twenty-three states were represented by their state superintendent of education, rural-school workers from state departments, professors of ed­ucation in state teachers* colleges, county super­intendents, and representatives of federal bureaus, all of whom were active in consolidating schools.
(3)
One-third of the conference was devoted to a discussion of the terms "consolidation" and "cent- ralization*f, but no definition of the former was agreed upon. It seemed impossible to use the term in a national sense. Some of the meanings attached to the word are given below: a twelve-year coursewith a teacherage and possibly a small farm as part of its plant; a six or eight-teacher school to which pupils are transported from abandoned smaller schools; a school which has brought about the closing of one- room schools; or in addition to the last conception the erection of a larger school which prevented the establishing of additional one-room schools*
One of the definitions suggested was, "A con­solidated school is that large type of school formed by the uniting of two or more districts or serving two or more districts or areas, having either public or private transportation of pupils, employing a minimum of three elementary teachers, located in the open country or a small village, and serving a population that is essentially rural."
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Sargent felt that a rather rigid test should 
üplied to consolidated schools, and that no 
^^Kool should he classed as consolidated unless it experienced a reorganization; that an entirely 
type of school should he meant, and that the "centralized” should he applied to the school 
hich resulted from the uniting of several schools iready within the same district. There seemed to ^ rather general agreement as to this meaning 
for the term ^centralized", hut LIr. Sargent ̂ s use of the word "consolidated" did not find many ex­ponents. It seemed to he used most frequently to 
mean the uniting of one or more districts, under school hoard, v;ithout regard to the type or 
nuxnher of schools maintained.
In view of this general disagreement, I have 
used the word "consolidation" to refer to the abandonment of small improperly equipped schools 
and the concentrating of school work in fewer places with a larger unit of support so as to dis- trihuate the tax hurden and the surplus wealth more
eouitahly•
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IV .  A TY P IC A L CONSOLILATIOlsr
In 1922 Mr. Abel, the federal specialist in rural education, started a study of school consoli­dations in all parts of the United States by asking each state department of education to send to the Bureau of Education the names of ten or more success­ful consolidated schools. The names of four hundred forty-two were received. A guestionnaire vfas sent 
to these schools in January, 1923, and two hundred sixty replies were received. (2) IIo one g_uestion was answered by all of the superintendents, but all replies were tabulated, although it became evident that many ideas of consolidation prevailed. Tables were compiled containing the following data; the number of schools or districts united in each case ; the area served by the resultant orgahization; its assessed valuation, type of school property, and annual income ; organization and size of the consoli­dation as shown by the enrollment in high schools and elementary grades; salaries of the teaching staff; items relating to transportation. The medians of these items he considers as "a typical consolida­tion” and I  shall include them in this discussion, since they represent a type based upon what has been done in the United States as a whole, embracing the backward but climatically favorable South, the dense­ly populated eastern and central states, and the sparsely settled mountainous regions of the West.
This typical consolidation is usually located in a town, and'^not more than six or seven years old. Although four of the consolidations reporting were established before 1882, more than four-fifths of them, two hundred forty-six, were formed in the last twelve years. It is the result of uniting five dis­tricts or schools, and abandoning four schoolhouses. The word ”consolidâtôd” may or may not be part of the legal name. There are more than thirty different legal designations for the 260 consolidations, but "consolidated” is part of only ninety-two of the names.
35.*
It serves an area of thirty-six square miles.The assessed valuation of the taxable property is $1 ,2 5 0 ,0 0 0 , or aoout $4,500 for each child en­
rolled. It is bonded to approximately $36,000 in order to build a new building. That debt is 2.8^ of the assessed valuation, and is not undulyburdensome•
The school grounds are five acres in extent and valued at $1^500. Buildings are estimated to be worth $48,000, equipment $5,000, transportation vehicles $2,500, making a total value of the plant o/ $57,000. This equals an investment of 4.6^ of the property within the area, and $203 per pupil en­rolled . <•
The annual income of this consolidation is $22,450, or from $80 to $84 per child enrolled, or $91 to $9 5 for each child in average daily at­tendance. The income is derived largely from local taxes, and is expended for a superintendent at a salary of $2,100, high school teachers at $1,425, and elementary teachers at $1120. A little more than $3,000 of the income, 14^, is spent to trans­port children to and from school.
The typical sjiool is organized on the 8-4 plan, enrolling two hundred four children in the elementary grades, seventy-six in the high school, with an average daily attendance of 91^ of the en­rollment. The teaching staff is eleven persons including the superintendent• It is divided on a basis of six or seven teachers in the elementary grades, and five or four in the high school. Of the elementary teachers, four are normal school or college graduates, the other two or three are graduates of four-year high schools. At least two of the high school teachers and the principal or superintendent are college graduates; the other one or two are normal or high school graduates with special training in some subject. The super­intendent has had training in school administra­tion or supervision, or both. Each of the members
36
of the staff has had more than ti/vo years exper­ience in teaching.
Shortly after this typical consolidation was established, it began to transport pupils. It now maintains five routes, transports one hundred ten, (43^)of the children enrolled an average of 4*7 miles one way, in thirty-five minutes, at a cost of 3.8^ per child per mile per day.
The school building has special rooms for home economics, manual training, physics and chemistry, and a library. There is an auditorium with a seating capacity of four hundred. The school leads in some lines of community activities such as parent-teacher meetings, musicals, plays, and athletic events.
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PART I I
PROBIiEBia lUVOLVRD IE FORMIEG* A COESOLIPATIOE
V.' Location: site* 'building
A successful consolidation is not 'brought into being over night# It is the result of long and careful study# on the part of some school jnan iMho has read widely and thought deeply on the 
matter#
Before the site is chosen or the building or buildings thought of, a carefully analyzed esti­mate should be made of the educational needs of the particular locality, with respect both to the present and the future# The fundamental educa­tional policy should be determined and formally adopted by the school board* The program of studiôs# the curricula, and the courses of study should be determined in the light of current needs# and anticipated ones so far as possible* The type of organization and administration should be dis­cussed and decided upon#
These things settled, the present housing facilities should be evaluated* The proposed area to be served should be canvassed to find out ex­actly the number of children to be oared for im­mediately, their ages and grades, and the propor­tion of pre-school children and young married people, for the purpose of estimating the future enrollment* Transportation facilities should be carefully considered,.- railroads, trolleys, com­mercial stage-lines, road-building programs, soil formation, and topographical features of all kinds *
The economic situation should be carefully 
analyzed* What are the present tax levies in each district? What special sources of wealth are there? Yfhat possibilities of additions to this wealth or
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subtract Iona from it? How prosperous are the farmers? Are they climbing the hill to success?Have they reached the apex, or are they on the down grade? Will their tax-paying ability increase, decrease, or remain .stationary? If the country is relatively new and one can reasonably be optimistic about the future, then children beyond the period of compulsory attendance will stay in school as the financial ability of the parents improves, even if the holding power of the school itself is no greater than the present regime# Studies should be made of the relative holding power of a consolidation of the size anticipated and the findings included with the above when the size of the buildings is decided upon.
State and county laws must be carefully studied, and city or town ordinances » if the new buildings are to be within an incorporated town. It is neces­sary to know what legal limitations there are on municipal and on school indebtedness.
With this background, a financial policy must be decided upon. Will a pay-as-you-go policy be best, or will bonding be necessary? If the bonds are to be issued, shall they be serial or will there be a sinking fund? The building program itself should be arranged in light of the fluctuation in supply and demand for materials and labor in the community.
The selecting of the school site is a very im­portant matter. If a town is included in the con­solidation, the inhabitants will insist upon the school building or buildings being in the town.The arguments put up by them will be that most of the children are there ; that they pay most of the taxes; supplies and public utilities are located there and time and expense can be saved by locat­ing near the source of supply; there is already a building which will serve as part of the new plant; there are garages or livery barns handy; drivers
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(jan be more cheaply sooxired, since they can come town and work until time to take the children ■back to their homes, whereas no responsible adult can afford to drive out into the couhtry and spend the day for a wage which the school can afford to pay; that convenient rooming and boarding places can'be found for school teachers and administrators. Thé country people may assent to these arguments and wish to have their children in town daily since they can do much of the family shopping at noon and thus save the time of their parents. They may agree bedause they believe the building expense and conséquent taxation will be less since the town facilities can be used. On the other hand, the rural population may be the heavier contributors to the funds ; or may feel that the moral influence of the town streets would be injurious to their children. They may argue that one or two powerful busses can bring all of the town children to a cen­tral country location v/hile numerous small convey­ances would be needed to gather up the country children, and that the distance from the outlying districts into the town would be too great. If the .town is essentially an industrial town rather than a residence one, the beauties of the open country may appeal to the parents of the town children. There are many angles to this problem and they must all be considered.
Since a consolidated school building cannot be moved about, as a small district building can be, the site should be selected with the future as well as the present in mind. The grounds must be ample, well-drained, and sanitary in every particular. If possible there should be enough acreage to permit school gardens and experimental plots. The children will learn botany and biology by means of the plants which they actually raise and by combating injurious insects which will appear. Though they do not intend to become farmers, they will have a better appreciation of agronomy, which is the main source of the nation^s wealth.This kind of work will also provide healthful.
ttu *
nleasant exercise in the open air. ühe plots can te used further to demonstrate the possibilities of Yarious crops to the farming community. Thus the pupils will learn by actually doing.
In addition to gardens and trees for experimen­tal purposes, there should be sufficient space to provide a football field, baseball diamond, tennis courts, volley ball courts, and running tracks for the older children, and play grounds for the little tote where there will be no hazard from the games of the older ones. Such ground can be used for community picnics. Fourth of July and Memorial Day celebrations, and interscholastic meets*
If the school is to be in the open country^ there should be, in addition to the regular school buildings, a residence for the superintendent and for the janitor, and a teacherage, since there are not likely to be adeq,uate housing facilities near by. Garages will also be necessary*
All undesirable industries, railroad crossing^ dangerous streams, and gravel banks or quarries must be out of easy reach of the children. The location should be the most convenient and access­ible possible*
There are times when it is not well to accept gifts of ground from individuals in the community if there is any possibility that the gift is not entirely altruistic, as no public school should be under obligations to this type of philanthropist who frequently tries to control it. Neither should a poor location be used because a more desirable one costs a little more *
If the school is to be in a town, the water will probably be supplied by a public utility company, but an open-country school or one in a small village without such a company should control its source of supply. This water question is of paramount importance *
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T̂ Then the relative location is decided upon by the school authorities, prices and value of desired i ^ d  must be obtained as quietly as possible; op­tions secured; and every effort made to avoid man­ipulation of prices by the owners of the land or their agents * laws and regulations pertaining to ppopriation of land for school purposes should 
0̂ ascertained. (Titles should be verified, and all laws must be conformed to when contracts are drawn
up *
A building committee must be appointed, a com­petent architectes services secured, and floor plans should be decided upon, not because the front or side elevation of the building is pleasing, or because a school in a nearby city is so built, but solely because every room and corridor fits some local need* Flexibility and adapt ability should be 
sought, and the possibility of future alterations considered in the light of the information which has already been secured. Fixtures, furniture, and equipment must be examined, and the advice of ex­perienced schoolmen should prevail over the flowery oratory of skillful salesmen. Detailed working plans and specifications should be prepared, and some individual should be made responsible for see­ing that the plans are carried out.
Someone needs to check the materials used in construction. Someone must see that the heating, ventilating, and plumbing work is done faithfully and according to specifications. Minor adjust­ments may need to be made/-and great skill is needed to secure these without excessive charges.
The almost complete lack of information by the average school board, and the fact that they do not realize that there are any problems connected with the planning, construction, and equipment of school buildings is a serious factor. School boards should not be expected to know about school archi­tecture, but they should appreciate the need for ex­pert advice, and be willing to follow it. If state
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aeDartments oould hare a thoroughly trained man 
whose duty ufould be to work with school boards and nrotec* them without trying to share fees with 
architects and contractors, much public money would 
be saved.
The School Board Journal warns school boards against architects.in general and does not believe that state architects can be depended upon. (23)(37) While these men are often genuinely honest, they are more concerned with handsome exteriors than hygienic interiors, and competent school men must see that convenience, safety, and all educa­tional needs are met. Most architects will listen to suggestions which are made when the situation if first discussed, but after a urrt i.if blueprints and specifications have been made up they will strenously object to altering them. For this rea­son the school superintendent should be working with the architect from the very first. A set of plans costs Just about so much whether provided by one of the half-dozen firms making a special­ity of school buildings, (see list in 70) br by some young man who has specialized in suburban homes or city apartments. /̂Then an architect is employed, he should thoroughly understand that nothing will be accepted by the board or paid for without the approval of the expert, usually the school superintendent, whom they have chosen to represent them.
Since the most beautiful structure can be improved by cooperating with nature, it is pos­sible by means of artistic landscaping to im­prove present buildings by means of shrubs, flowers and grass, and fit new ones into their surround­ings q.uickly. Good planting is not expensive; it merely requires careful planning. An attractive building, whether inside or out, is not so much a matter of expense as of taste and Judgment.
While the number of classrooms generally de­termine the size of the building, they are by no
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means all of It. The'^^ieeds of the special commun%- 
must decide what additional rooms and eq.uipment should he provided. There should he rooms which can he used for oluh rooms for such organizations as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Girl Reserves, and such 4-H organizations as canning oluhs, pig and calf clubs, corn-growning cluhs, or gtny other activities which will contribute to the welfare of the community.
A well-equipped kitchen is a necessity in a consolidated school. It is not only required for the teaching of domestic science, but provides a place in which to prepare hot lunches at noon, and will solve the problem of preparing refreshments for community gatherings. A light, cheery, com­fortable lunchroom will add to the attractiveness of the plant and do away with the many objection­able features of eating lunches in the class room.
A standard gymnasium is another necessity.If the district is able to afford separate gymna­siums for hoys and girls, it is an excellent arrangement, but if not, one can he used alternate­ly by the hoys and by the girls. While as much exercise as possible should he taken in the open air, there will be many days during the winter when the gymnasium must he used because of in­clement weather. Furnishings vary in complexity and in price, hut adaptability and lasting quali­ties are of more importance than first cost.
Ranking in equal importance with the class­rooms and lahoratores is an auditorium. This will be used for general assemblies where the young citizen will have an opportunity to develop himself in public speaking, debate, dramatics, music, and executive ability. This development at the present time is very much neglected in the small rural schools. A child cannot develop poise and self-confidence if he has never had an oppor­tunity to take part in public meetings. Those who
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are familiar with the country child know only too well the emharasement, humility* and awkward- neas evinced by him when he is thrown among children or adults who have had better social opportunities. The self-confidence which comes from a first-hand knowledge and experience in childhood*gained by actually taking part in public affairs, will have 
2UUC& to do with success in later life.
In addition to the uses made of the auditor­ium by t%ie school itself» it should be a community center where neighborhood organizati Ohs ouoh^ae^^the grange* better roads clubs* cooperative telephone and cooperative insurance con^aniesr marketing circles* stock-raisers and dairymen * s associations* the Womenta Club*, better government clubs* and Parent-Teacher Associations can meet# Such auditoriums can be used by speakers from the state agricultural colleges* university extension depart­ments* and county agents.
When the needs of the community have been analyzed and the building plans satisfactorily com­pleted* the next matter to be considered is the material to be used in construction so that the building may be both safe and satisfactory.
In common with all other good school buildings* a consolidated building should be as nearly fire­proof as practicable. While a building constructed entirely of fire-resistive materials including its roof* windows* doors* floors* and finish is the most desirable* a very safe and satisfactory build­ing can be made with fire-resistive construction in its walls, floors* stairways* and ceilings* but with wood finish* wood or composition floor surface* and wood roof construction over fire-resistive ceil­ings. It is also possible to have a building with masonry walls* fire-resistive corridors and stair­ways* but with ordinary construction otherwise * i.e.* combustible floors* partitions* roofs* and finish.The finances of the district and the nearness of
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oom'bustlble buildinga will help decide this question. Tt is seldom wise, especially if the schoolhou.se has more than one story, to make a frame building, or even one with masonry walls but ordinary joist con­struction and wood finish. Hard-burned brick and eteel or reenforced concrete are standard materials for construction of school buildings. Tile and stone are also acceptable.
Outer and interior bearing walls should be of hard brick laid in cement, stone, or concrete. In­terior non-bearing walls can be of hollow tile or cement block* All outside walls should be furred to present dampness and discoloring. The foundation should be of hardburned brick, stone, or reinforced
concrete•
Stairways, especially in a consolidated school which is away from city fire departments, should he fire-procfed from the remainder of the building, and permit passage from grade line to the top story; treads should be non-slipï^ing, and there should be no well-holes between runs of steps. Although ramps are more desirable than steps, both from a safety and a sanitary standpoint, they require twice as long a run, and this extra space often makes them prohibitory.
When planning the building, one should remember that stairways are not always available in case of fire, therefore there should always be at least two. If there are n±B or more rooms on the second floor, more than two will be needed. They should be lo­cated so as to provide safety, rapid circulation, and the minimum of travel between the various parts of the building. There should be no storage closets under stairways, as such closets increase the fire hazard.
The main vestibules should be ten or twelve feet wide, with secondary vestibules as wide as the Qorridors, at least. The floors should be water-
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oof. The double, sTAiinglng doors should have the 
^noer portion glazed with clear wire-glass to pre­
vent oollisions. They should be substantial but 
not too heavy for children to swing with ease.
They should be eq.uipped with panic bolts to permit 
their opening by throwing the weight of the body ĝ gainst them.
There is endless argument concerning ventila­tion. Innumerable commercial ventilating systems are on the market, some of them extremely expen­sive; and most of them are being constantly changed ty the makers. The only way to Judge whether the window ventilation is adeq^uate or the commercial system satisfactory is to ask the following q,uestions : What is the average temperature of the rooms through­out the winter? (It should average around 68 K) Is the air fresh, moving, alive, stimulating? What does the system cost to install and what does it cost to operate? Of two systems giving equal satisfaction, the least expensive should be chosen. The Wheeler system of window-gravity ventilation has been en­dorsed by the Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the national Education Association, and by the American Medical Association. (100)
The matter of cost distribution among the var­ious items cannot be definitely given, but an analy­sis of the building experiences of Minneapolis dur­ing 1923 showed the distribution of building costs to be as follows: (36)
70-76^ for general contracts15-2^ for heating and ventilating 4-5^ for plumbing 2-5^ for electric wiring
Labor and materials each constitute about 50^ of the cost.
7/hile these ptrrcentages will vary in different localities and at different times in the same lo­cality, they may serve as a relative guide when a
47:budget 13 planned.
The plant can he as richly and elaborately eauipP®^ as the wealth of the community will permit, ojp as simply supplied as their poverty necesitates.
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VI FINANCING
Cost is the great obstacle to consolidatioii.Most objections resolve themselves into a coat objection if carefully examined, and everyone must 
admit that good schools are bound to cost money*The better they are the more they must cost, whether they are in the city or in the country. Just as one cannot trade an old plowhorse for a tractor without paying the difference in cash, so it is im­possible to exchange an antiquated, inefficient> eight-year, one-room school for a modern, graded, twelve-year one as an even trade. The great expense of consolidation, however is the original cost.This must be great as the abandoned schools and most of their equipment are entirely useless. A differ­ent type of teacher must be employed and on an en­tirely different salary level, and the salary of a competent superintendent sounds enormous to the members of the old school boards who were accustomed to barter with neighborhood girls to teach their one-room schools.
After the shock of the first big bond issue is over, it will be found that the per capita operat­ing expense is not so great as at first appeared.The school enrollment, including the high school, often doubles; twelve years* work is given instead of eight; the school year is usually lengthened; and everyone * s children have the opportunity to attend high school, which opportunity formerly was enjoyed only by the few who could afford to send their children to a city.
No one has decided Just how much money is neces­sary for a successful consolidation, or what is a reasonable tax. The federal investigation of 260 Consolidations showed that the^assessed valuation of the districts ranged from f50,000 to $63,000,000 with a median of $1,250,000. The median of the town and city consolidations was $1,430,000; of the open
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coimtry ones f929.405. The value per pupil was a little less than $5,000. In these figures the fourteen most wealthy districts were omitted. (2)
In the state of Kansas they endeavor to have every consolidation large enough to have an assessed valuation of at least $1,500,000 and prefer from two to four million, since they can then keep the tax down to ten mills. (3)
In Ohio they recommend a taxable valuation of more than two million In order to Insure proper support with a low tax.
The Iowa law provides for a minimum of sixteen sections of land In a consolidated district, but the valuations vary widely, and the variation In the number of school children is s^lll greater, so that In Polk county, at least, they have adopted a standard of at least three elementary teachers with a minimum of twenty pupils each, and three high school teachers with an enrollment of twenty or forty. The maximum amount of money which can be raised by taxation In Iowa Is $100 per pupil. (3)
m  Colorado the conditions vary so greatly that there has been no attempt to set up standards of any kind. It has been their experience that wherever there are a group of small schools near enough to bring the children to a central location there Is sufficient wealth to operate a consoli­dated school which will give much greater oppor­tunities than the small schools were giving. They recommend that the units be as large as transpor­tation facilities will permit, since a large school population is as important as a high valuation in making a strong school.
In Montana the assessed valuations of the re­corded consolidations vary greatly, and the type of work varies from the small goneoildation which a t m  remains a one-room school, to Hardin with a
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valuation of $10,209,184. The Cro’w Agency, itself a consolidation, is included in this, and there are sixteen grade buildings used, most of them one- room schools. The average valuation, however, of the Montana consolidations, all kinds included, is $1,533,736, while the median is $1,152,000. W
V/hile some of the small consolidations in Montana have no "bonded indebtedness, the bonds of the others range from $300 to $226,000, with an average of $26,251# The bonded indebtedness in the 260 Consolidations ranged from $1,000 to $1,000,000, with a median of $35,650. This was 2.8;'S of the tax­able valuation*
Often the board of trustees for a new consoli­dation are men who have had little experience in handling large sums of money, and there are many financial matters upon which they need to be ad­vised. ĴThen it is necessary to bond a district, the type of bonds shou].d be given consideration.In general, there are two types, the serial and the term. The serial bonds are not all paid at one time, but in definite order. For example ; if the district is bonding for $30,000, it issues serial bonds of $500 denomination. It may be arranged that three of these bonds shall be paid off in the year succreeding the issue and that three others shall be paid each year thereafter until all are paid. All debts are then cleared off in twenty years. This plan req.uires a sufficient levy eachyear to take care of the bonds coming due, and to take care of the Interest on the unpaid bonds.Thus the payments are heaviest while the building is new and the maintenance cost is at the lowest point. This type of bond ordinarily can be sold on the market at a higher price than the term bonds.
The3e fIgures were secured from Xjae i92b annual reports of county superintendents filed In Miss Trumper’s office.
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These are so named 'beoause they become due at the end of a definite period, usually tv;enty to thirty years. The best practice is to make an an­nual levy, part of which will go to ^ay interest on the bonds, and the remainder be placed in the bank as a sinking fund to take care of the bonds when due. This results at times in more money being paid out in interest than was derived from the ori^ ginal bonds. There is also the additional risk of embezzlement, bad investment, bank failure, and mismanagement and manipulation of various kinds. Frequently no sinking fund whatever is provided, and the community awakens suddenly to discover that the whole bond issue is due and that there is no money with which to take it up. People preferring this type of bond claim that the child who received the better school provided by the bonds will be earning at the time when they become due, and will thus pay for some of the benefits he received. This is a very poor argument as many of the children will not then be located in that community. It would seem more just for the people who vote the bonds to pay them. Further, it is very discouraging for a new generation to pay off a large indebtedness on a building so old and out-of-date that it has out­worn its usefulness.
Bonds frequently seem a panacea for all money problems » but they should never be issued for small amounts. The expense of printing and selling the bonds is out of all proportion to the benefit de­rived. A heavy tax assessment for a year or two can meet the emergency, and the money can be borrow­ed temporarily from some local bank. Even if the interest rate is comparatively high, it will cause a much smaller expenditure than paying a lower rate for many years.
The most eẑ ijlic item found in all tha statis­tics which I was able to secure, was the tax levy. The school tax in the following prominent consoli­dations is given below : (21)
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Amber Consolidated School, Amber, Okla. is 
51/ per acre.Merryville Consolidated School, ÎÆerryville,La., is 35/ per acre, 20^ of the expense being^ borne by state tax.Del Eorte Consolidated School, Del Norte,Colo., 40/ per acre (19 25)Tipton Consolidated School, Tipton, Iowa, was 
76/ per acre. (1925)Jesup Consolidated School., Jesup, Iowa, $1.26 
per acre. (1925)Holcom Consolidated School, Holcom, Kansas, 
is 57/ per acre.Fairfax Consolidated School, Fairfax, S.D., is $1.17 per acre.Lanier Township Consolidated School, TTest Alexandria, Ohio, $1.38 per acre.Remer Consolidated School, Remer, Minnesota, was 40/ per acre, one third of the expense borne by a state fund tax.Alberta Consolidated School, Alberta, Minne­sota, was also 40/ per acre, one third of the ex­pense being borne by a state tax.\Thitmell, Virginia Farm-Life School had a school tax of 90/ on $100 valuation.Ramer Consolidated School, Ramer, Alabama, has 30/ on $100 valuation.Spartanburg Consolidated School, Lynn, Indiana, had 83/ per $100 valuation.
TThile the actual amount of money req.uired to have a successful consolidation differs so widely, a study of the budgets of some of the best ones will be of much practical assistance to one interested in the financial management. The Sargent Consolidated School is managed the most economically of any whose budgets I have seen^oonsidering the many activities engaged in and the h i ^  class of ihstruetion provided. There is also a heavy bonded indebtedness, which would be typical of any new consolidation effected in Montana. In view of these facts the total school budget of the Sargent School, apportioned in percent­ages, should be a valuable guide to anyone contem- plsting such a consolidation. This 3s reproduced in Exhibits M,N . (7)
EXHIBIT 1C 
SABQSMT CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL]
Total Budget Apportioned In Percentage
General Control • • • • • « 49 per cent
Instructional Service • • • . . 37 #12 N II M
Operation of Plant* . . . 55 W n
Maintenance of Plant # • # • 82 M ft
Pixed Charges ............. 78 ff m
Interest on Bonds . . * * , 34 W m
Sinking ^ u n d ............. 60 N M
Capital Outlay ........... 05 H M
Auxiliary Bxpense . . # 81 N m
Transportation............. 44 n m
T o t a l ...........* # 00 m N
CCICPî RAXIVB COSTS r EXHIBIT N
Item Sargent consolidated «Cache laSchool,Monte Ylsta«Poudra«lap orte
Genereû. Control # 326 $1*395
Instructional Service 23,476 15,457
Operation of Plant 5 175 1 725
Maintenance of Plant 1 100 250
Pixed Charges 475 537#27
Debt Service 18,293 3 018#98
Capital Outlay 700 1 350
Auxiliary Saqpense 500 4,620(inc. trans) Transportation 8*500 ^
Total Operating 2xpense42,250 25,534
Grant total 62,543 28,352.75
Total Enrollment 402 415School Census 372 367Average Attendance 332 280.7District Census 1,013 930 ?
Total property Value $4* 911*000 (Prox)$2 * 017 * 100 Assessed Value 3,349*000 1*412*000
Cost per $1000 of real wealth$8.19 $20.00
EXHIBIT O
COMPARATIVE CGLQKJNITY COSTS Sargent Consolidated School
•• PSchool costs constitute approximately 60^ 
of the county expenditures* This does not 
Include the Irrigation and drainage district 
taxes as these costs vary with the Individual 
farms*
COMPARATIVE SCHOOL OPERATION COSTS
JAAnual cost per Inhabitant of district* .^0*26
Annual cost per pupil enrolled.......... 100*62
Annual cost per pupil in ave* dailyattendance *.................   *123* 06
AnnucüL cost per census pupil.......  108*10
Annual cost per $1000 of real wealth**** 8.19
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An exhaustive study was made between the years 1922 and 1924 of ninety-eight townships in the state of Connecticut. Sixty per cent of the state is in­cluded in these towns. The elementary enroliœnt of the schools studied was 25,476, one third of the pupils being in one-room schools, there being four hundred eleven of these* Costs were carefully tab­ulated, and the findings were not what had been 
anticipated.
The cost of education in the consolidated schools in Connecticut was not greater than in the one-room schools. The expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance being $65.32 in the consoli dations, and $66.19 in the one-room schods. The costs per pupil in one-room schools ranged from $33.68 to $187.05, seventy-seven schools having costs in excess of $100.00. Current expenses per teacher were $1850 in consolidated schools, and $1150 in one-room ones. The consolidated schools pay larger salaries and expend considerable sums for transportation and Janitorial service but the average daily attendance per teacher is 17.48 in the one-room school, and 28.43 in the consolidation* Cost per pupil in average daily attendance is the most valid method of insuring comparison in terms of essentially the same unit of service. (65)
High per-pupil costs were always associated with low attendance. While this difference in costs is but 87/ per pupil, it is enlightening to see that the balance is in favor of the consoli­dated schools, and that from a standpoint of pure economy the state should encourage the closing of the weaker one-room schools. It has been generally supposed that there could be no pecuniary benefit attached to closing these small schools, but in Connecticut at least, it would seem to be cheaper.
Recently a comparative study was made of the fourteen consolidated schools of Buena Yista County, Iowa, where consolidation was commenced early, and
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fourteen large first class cities in the same state. (39) The consolidated schools were cheaper than those in the cities, The city tax levies ranged from 67 mills in Des Moines to 124 mills in Clinton, and the consolidated schools ranged from 24*5 mills in Hayes Township to 65.6 mills at Rembrandt, with the city average at 90.5 mills and the consolida­tions at 48.6. The medians were practically the same. These were all twelve-year schools.
The Colorado State Tax Commission made a study of sixteen new consolidated schools all carrying heavy bond issues incurred by building, sixteen first-class districts^ and sixteen second-class dist­ricts, the latter thirty-two districts being from forty to fifty years old,-and having no bond issuê t̂ . These latter districts' included the wealthiest school systems in the state, omitting only Denver. The av­erage levy in the consolidated schools was 14.865 mills; in the first-class districts it was 13.725 mills; and in the second-class districts it was 14.93 mills. \7hile this is a much higher tax than the rural districts formerly had, it would appear that it is possible to have a splendid twelve-year school in rural districts as cheaply as in the city.
It is true that some landlords believe that their taxes are exorbitant, but reports of county superintendents, assessors, and students of typical consolidations are practically unanimous in their assertion that land—values almost always rise where- ever a transportation service is established. (12) (61) (84) (88) Disserted farmsteads are again in­habited, and the experience in cooperation secured through the school soon displays itself in other cooperative endeavors. (20) (21) (49) (17) Thepersistent warning that the only way for farmers to secure their dues must come from cooperative pro­ducing, and standardized, coopoative marketing will eventually become effective if the average farmer can learn to replace his individualistic tendency - so lauded by modernists -witha far-sighted, intelli gent cooperation. (33)
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The man who proposes to consolidate several districts will have a real task before him to per­suade the ultraconservative people that they can measure values in anything except terms of dollars and cents, or that a large immediate investment in buildings and eq.uipment and an ominous bond issue can ever be anything but extravagant. But there are people even harder to handle than these money—minded ones. Considerable sentiment has been woven about the "little red schoolhouse" and In­stead of it being considered as a decrepit beggar squatting by the roadside and stiXfUiig the ambi­tions of the older boys and girls, its very meager­ness and poverty are considered a virtue. Life in the "good old days" may have centered around the buildings, and it is hard to see that standards have advanced, an^what served one generation may be a handicap to the next. These people who pride them­selves on not being faddists are blinded by tradi­tional notions and beliefs, and they will offer serious opposition and hostility to any advocate of new things.
Just as the Colorado Agricultural College be­gan with a two-year campaign to create public opinion, just so other consolidations must be planned in advance. There are several groups of influence which must be won before the active cam­paign should begin. These-are the county superin­tendent; the teachers now employed in the schools to be closed; the school boards of the territory de­sired; and a few important influential patrons in each of the local districts.
If these forces can be won over, the problem will not be difficult, but some serious opposition may be met at once. Some county superintendents in Montana are opposed to consolidations as their Juris­diction does not extend over second-class districts, and office forces and traveling expenses are usually in proportion to the number of rural school in the county. Then too, many of the teachers employed are hostile. If they are sufficiently trained and in
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possession of oejrtlficatea which will permit of their teaching in the new consolidation, their support will be immediate, but too often these teachers are local girls with the minimum legal requirements, and they realize that if would be impossible for them to teach in the new school.This being the case, a consolidation would force them to seek a position in another locality.Selfish, personal considerations may influence the school boards also. Some of the members have never held any other public office than their posi­tion on the school board, and they are jealous of this little mark of distinction. A consolidation means just one school board in the future, instead of several, and who can tell just where the ax will fall? Occasionally the most influential citizens are the wealthy ones who have no children in school and are not broad-minded enough and public-spirited enough to be willing to have their property more heavily taxed in order to provide a better school for their neighbors' children. These men can be reached by figures showing increases in property valuations caused by school consolidations.
When the approval and support of the four forces referred to above have been secured, the ac­tual campaign among the voters can begin. Ho one should be overlooked. The chief argument with them all must be the efficiency to be gained, the higher, better class of instruction, and the high school opportunities. But the following arguments will also be found helpful. It can be shown that one- room schools cannot be built and maintained so cheap­ly now as in former years. Compulsory education laws are requiring that children be kept in school and added facilities of some kind will be increas­ingly necessary. The cost of schooling per pupil per day of actual attendance in the consolidated school is about equal to the cost per pupil per day of actual attendance in the little one-room school. It may even be considerably below that of the small­est schools. This is the scientific method of com ■puting costs of education and is the true measure
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although the average farmer thinks of the aggregate oost of eduoation per farm or per school district, and so cannot see the economic advantage. The rural teacher is over-worked with the number of subjects and classes taught, and cannot possibly give the children the instruction which they need. Some of the students go away to the town schools, homes are broken up, and large sums of money leave the commun­ity. The great amount of money which is being paid out for board, lodging, and tuition by those who are sending their children away so they may enjoy high school privileges is a much larger item th%n many realize until the figures are tabulated. Neighbor­ing schools receive state funds which would come to the local district if it had a high school. A county high school tax is assessed against everyone. V/hy not have a local high school and get back some of this money? Many older children drop out of school because they dislike attending a school where there are few or even no children of their own age.To the over-worked farmer who needs the help of his children and cannot afford both the expense of send­ing them away and hiring someone to do the tasks which they are doing, the knowledge that his children could secure a high school education and still be at home to help with evening chores and on Saturday, will win his cooperation.
There are many arguments to use, and no two communities are just alike. In some it will be necessary to dwell on the financial side of the two types of schools. In other localities, the superior school advantages will make a stronger appeal. In still others, the thought of a social center will be most potent.
The newspapers which come into the community should be enlisted if possible, both during the cam­paign and after the battle is won and the school is in operation. Glowing accounts of building progress will stimulate local pride. "Booster"' meetings should be held Just before election time, and lantern
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slides of model oonsolidatioz^ shown^ addresses should "be made, and free open discussion encouraged, always being sure that there will be an array of enthusiastic, intelligent supporters present to point out the fallacies in the arguments of the opposition. All personal feeling and jealousy must be laid aside and extravagant assertions and im­possible promises must not be ind^ged in. Consoli­dation in itself is not a panacea for all the ills of the race, and promises impossible of fulfillment will cause a reaction which may seriously handicap the new school. There will be many management problems to be solved, and it will often take the wisdom of Solomon to reclassify retarded children wisely and tactfully, and plan transportation routes 30 that the patrons will be reasonably satisfied, without having to battle against a disillusioned populace,
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VII. TRANSPORTATION
The matter of transportation will probably offer more problems to the oonsolidator than any other single item of administration. In the first place, there seems to be no concensas of opinion regarding what is a reasonable walking distance.The Montana school law does not compel a child to attend a school which is more than three miles distant, and in most of the states compulsory attendance laws apply only to a definitely stated maximum distance. Distance from school has thus been recognized as a factor influencing school attendance.
There was a study made in 1920, (80), to as­certain whether there was any connection between the facts that rural children are from a year to a year and a half behind the city children in their work, and the fact that rural children attend school less regularly and for fewer days during --the school year. The investigator tried to find just what the factors were which determined school attendance.
Two hundred rural schools in five counties in Maryland enrolling 6,450 children were used in the investigation. Data were secured from a report req^uested by the county superintendents. This re- g.uired reasons for every absence throughout the year as well as the distance every child lived from the schoolhouse, the condition of the roads, and the means of transportation used when the pupils did not walk. The ireplications from these reports were that while children living within a fourth of a mile attend much better than those living farther away, additional distance up to a mile and a half has no marked cumulative effect. Children living beyond a mile and a half show a marked drop in attendance. There seemed to be three distinct zones of attendance; children living within a q.uarter of a mile; those living more than a quarter of a mile but not more than a mile and a half; and those liv-
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ing more than a mile and a half.
The conclusions reached by the investigator were that if school laws state that children living beyond a given distance should be transported, that distance should be one-fourth of a mile, since country children living more than a quarter of a mile from school do not have equal education oppor­tunities with those living nearer the school. It was found that children living farther from school attend fewer days regardless of their ages, their grades, or the qvaLity of work they do, hut the older children are nt quite so greatly affected by distance as the younger ones. Children living more than two miles from school attend only half as many days as children living within a quarter of a mile. Also children behind the proper grades for their ages, attend fewer days. This made a vicious circle so that the fewer days a child attended the lower was the quality of his work, and the lower the qual­ity of the work the less he enjoyed it and the less he was apt to exert himself unduly to attend.
It all seemed to resolve itself into this ; children living greater distances attend fewer days, do inferior work, and get farther behind, and then being both farther from school and farther behind in school, they lose still more time, do more inferior work, and still more often fail and get even farther behind.
Improving the roads wild not make much differ­ence, as a child can walk a given distance over a dirt road almost as quickly as over an improved one.
In a study in 1925 it was found that in one— room schools 29.4^, 41.5;^, and 100^ of the children drop out of school during the year at the ages of fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen respectively. Con­solidated schools lose 8.6^, 12.1^ and 41#3^ at corresponding ages. In one-room schools the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades have eliminations of 1.5;̂ , 3.5̂ , 9^, and 13^ respectively of their
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total registrations. In oonsolidations the elimina­tion is .9^, 1*6^, 4.9^, and 5.1^. In one-room schools elimination for causes other than illness and death is 224J^-of that in oonsolidations. (5)
In a study made of rural schools in Canada it was decided that the attendance of country children is tetter in consolidated districts with free trans­portation than in one-teacher schools without trans­portation^ (50) IThether the attendajice in the con­solidated schools would have teen greatly reduced without the transportation, or the attendance at the one-teacher school would have risen with transporta­
tion, was not considered.
A United States Department of Agriculture study in 1910 also showed that the attendance was much tetter in large schools offering transportation than in small ones which did not do so.
In an investigation of my own conducted ty means of a questionnaire sent to the superintendents and principals of the consolidated schools in Mont­ana, only three of those who responded failed to state that transportation had greatly improved the attendance of the pupils. One of these said, "Uo comparison available", but added that tardiness had been eliminated so far as the transported children were concerned.
Mr. Sargent {84] feels that consolidation with-- out transportation of the pupils is very seriously handicapped. Rapeer says that every district which contains more than nine square miles needs some means of transporting children (79) Practically all writers on the subject of consolidation agree that free transportation is the only way to over­come the distance problem and cover an area large enough to secure the best results. Rural homes are so far apart and the average family so small that in order to have a satisfactory consolidation pupils must be gathered from a territory too large to admit of ahy considerable number walking. It is unfair to
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those who happen to live farthest from the school to require them to furnish their own conveyance. 
TIhen they attempt to do so, it is rarely successful.
The important factors in connection with trans­portation are the character of the roads, the length of the route, the kind of conveyance, and the char­acter and efficiency of the driver.
It is always well to remember that too cheap transportation will probably be unsafe transporta­tion. Careless drivers, flimsy or second-hand vehicles, or poor mechanics may be cheap in money, but children's lives must not be endangered that way.
The increase in the number of automobiles used for pleasure and for commercial purposes has started a wave of road improvements, and it is spreading so rapidly, that within a few years there will be few localities with roads too poor to allow automobile travel for the major portion of the year.
The first consolidations used wagonettes to convey the children, but automobiles are replac­ing them as rapidly as road conditions will permit. While six miles was the extreme distance practical for a horse-drawn vehicle, an automobile can go twenty miles in^^same length of time. Motor busses are also more strongly made and can carry a larger number of children, which rediafes the number of drivers required. They are generally more comfort­able than wagons, the children are better protected from the weather, and busses can be more easily and safely heated. Children enjoy riding in a bus and are more contented and in a better frame of mind when they arrive at school.
It is sometimes more economical ixecausê first class drivers can more easily be secured since they can follow some other occupation between their trips. Horse drivers feel that the trip is a day^s
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work in itsblf and charge accordingly* A longer term of schbol can he more easily maintained as farmers do not like to furnish horses or do school driving during the months when farm work is at its height.
Children do not have so far to walk, since it is usually practicable to drive the bus to the house.
Statistics compiled by the state of Massachu­setts show that the average daily cost per pupil was from 2/ to 5/ less by motor bus than by horse- drawn vehicle* (9)
IThen selecting drivers there are three things to be considered: (i) Physical fitness* The driver must be strong enough to handle the bus easily, must have no defect in sight or hearing, and must be çLuick and precise in thought and muscular re­sponse as emergencies will freg,uently occur which may result in serious accidents unless the driver can think and act q.uiokly* (B) Experience* He should have had considerable driving experience, and be familiar with the type of car he is to drive (S) Moral character and ability to control children* The driver is in charge of the children when enroute and he must be someone whom they will respect* He should be neat in attire and must not be profane, given to the use of intoxicants, or have any habits which would be undesirable in a school room. He should always be a mature person, preferably a parent or teacher. One school trustee states that the best driver ever employed In his district was the widowed mother of several of the pupils. The children instinetly loved and obeyed her. The Sargent Consolidated School employes school teachers, nine of them being young women.
Some schools bond the driver; others do not. The amount of the bonds range from one-tenth of the salary up. There seems to be no fixed practice
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regarding the amount of the bonds- Inasmuch as the school board is legally responsible for the careless­ness of any driver, it is imperative for their own protection and for the safe -guarding of the children that the driver should be more heavily bonded than most schools now require.
In the operation of consolidated schools, the expense of transportation is often only second to that of instruction. If the transportation is to be handled successfully, it is of paramount importance that the responsibility of its operation should be centralized in one person. The logical person to carry this responsibility is the superintendent. The school board should delegate to him full and complete authority and hold him responsible for the execution of his duties. Ho careless or ignorant person can attend to school transportation without mistakes which will be costly in money, in school loyalty, and possibly in human life.
All of the problems of a railway system or other public carrier must be met and solved by the superin­tendent. Routes must be laid out ; time schedules pre­pared; rolling stock and equipment must be contracted for or purchased; repairs and replacements must be ordered and supervised; drivers must be secured and records kept of their performance; a careful account­ing must be made of all expenditures; and the children must be cared for upon arrival at the schoolhouse, as some of them may have become damp or chilled before getting aboard the bus, and dry dlothing or hot drinks may be required to prevent an epidemic of odds.
The superintendent^s first duty is to make a personal survey of the area to be served. He should have a map drawn on a large scale and on it should be entered all of the roads, the homes of the children the number of children in each home, and all features which will influence transportation, such as railraod crossings, rivers, bridges, culverts, hills, low places likely to accumulate water or snow, and roads known to drift badly. V7ith this information at hand,
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routes should be laid out. Children v/ho live farthest away must be expected to ride farther than those who live near, and children living near-by should not be expected to ride for miles while others are being gathered up.
There are two types of routes ; the "shoe­string” in which the bus should be kept overnight at the far end and make a comparatively straight run; and the circular type in which a child living near-by is taken over the entire route. These routes should not cover as many miles as the first kind, and the children who must ride for a long time in the morning should have the short trip at night, and vice versa. It is sometimes best to have a bus bring in its first load and then make a shert circular route, but this latter should be very short injkeed, or the first children will be reouired to leave home too early in the morning and return too late in the evening.
After these routes are laid out on paper, the superintendent should drive over them at the rate which the bus is expect^to go,— about twenty miles per hour,- and he should stop for one minute where- ever a stop is scheduled. If more than an hour is necessary for any route, it should be revised.
When a tentative schedule has been decided upon, copies should be given to each parent, and to the drivers, and a copy should be posted on the bulletin boards. While it may be necessary to alter these schedules from time to time, such al­terations should be sent to the parents affected, and the schedule kept to the minute. Busses should stop at the homes of the children and not at cross­roads a g_uarter of a mile away. In this way un­chaperoned groups of children will not be scattered along the country roads, nor exposed to inclement weather.
The busses should not arrive at school more than fifteen minutes before opening, and should
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leave promptly at the close of school* Drivers should not be permitted to drive the busses off of the prescribed routes, nor break time schedules for any but unavoidable reasons*
The superintendent must also decide whether it will be better to let contracts to men who own their own busses, or for the district to buy its own eçLuipment* The only reliable record regarding the general practice of employing drivers to handle the districts * vehicles, or letting contracts is that contained in a 1924 government bulletin. (2)
Statistics had been received from one hundred fifty-three consolidations* Eighty-five of them employed three hundred ninety-one drivers and let /no contracts; sixty-three had no busses of their own/ but let two hundred forty-nine contracts; sixty-height schools used both plans. Airing three hundred three drivers and letting one hundred sixty-ateven contracts According to this, six hundred ninety-four drivers were employed and four hundred fourteen contracts were let* The highest number of drivers employed by any one consolidation was sixteen, and the great­est number of contracts let by any one school was fifteen*
Of the one hundred sixty conveyances used in Montana, eighty-eight were owned by the districts.
When a district is beginning its consolidation such large expenditures are necessary for buildings and new eq.uipment that the purchase of several motor busses may present a serious problem* In such instances it is often wisest to let transporting contracts for the first few years*
Whether to contract on a per day, per route, or per pupil basis must then be decided* Such con­tracts should further insist that vehicles be sub­ject to inspection by the school board or superin­tendent , that drivers be approved by the board, and
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that the vehicle he ueed only for transporting the pupils. The contract should show the kind of vehi­cle to he used; the condition in which it is to he kept; an exact description of the route with the time schedule; and the time of arrival and departure from the school and from the several homes.
When this method of transportation is used, and the district purchases husses of its own as the funds permit, prohahly one or two per year, they will not all waar out at the same time and have to he replaced at once. The average life of a motor bus is not often more than five years. If all the husses are thrown on the market at the same time, they will have a lower salvage value. A sinking fund, if carefully invested, can he used to re­place husses from year to year. The levying of taxes as money is needed does away with all invest­ment troubles and saves interest if the taxpayers can he depended upon to vote the money when needed. The poorest method, hut one which is frequently used, is to hond the district every five years.This means heavy interest payments. Another way to care for this expense, in states where the law permits it, is to issue warrants which are not paid for want of funds, and hear interest at six per cent until there is money to take them up. At the next election the necessary levy can he voted and the warrants paid. This involves interest, hut is not so expensive as selling honds.
When the district decides to acquire its own husses, the points to he considered are : durability; prompt repair-service; safety; comfort; convenience. Speed is not an essential, hut power and steady per­formance are prerequisites as the school bus must travel every day, over all kinds of roads, in every kind of weather. The body should he strongly built with plain, durable upholstering which can he easily cleaned. The best school husses have at least two doors. Some have three, two at the front end open­ing at the sides, and one in the middle of the rear. The door by which the children enter should he con-
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trolled by a lever from the driver’s seat, and it should not be necessary to tarn down a seat to open a door, unless the fire dangers have been reduced to zero. The body should not be unusually wide nor unnecessarily high since there is danger of its tipping over if it is unevenly loaded or tbsre is a dangerous slant to the roads.
Every bus should be electrically lighted especially in Montana where it often is q.uite dark at eight o'clock in the morning and at five o’clock in the afternoon. A mirror should be placed so that the driver has a full view of the interior of the vehicle at all times. There should be a good fire-extinguisher at hand, a first aid kit, and a completely equipped toolbox. A looker under the seats should be provided to hold books and lunch boxes. A spare rim and tire should be carried in a crate underneath the rear end of the body.
A thirty or thirty-five passenger vehicle is considered the most enonomical since the original cost is much less than the price of two smaller cars, there is little difference in operating costs between a thirty-passenger and a fifteen-passenger one, and one good driver can care for thirty children as easily as for half that number. On the other hand, it is never wise to have the body too large for the chassis, as breakdowns and poor service result. Extra length is very hard on rear springs, and it makes turning curves dangerous, while broad busses are a nuisance to other traffic.
Purchasing its own busses means that arrange­ments must be made for housing the vehicles, either in commercial garages or in garages built on the campus; repair shops must be provided or arranged for, and a stock of the most frequently needed repairs secured. If the fleet of busses is large, a repair man may have to be employed. Sometimes repair work is done by the driver; sometimes by the head janitor if he is a skilled mechanic. In an occasional school, such as the Jordan Consoli­dated High School at Sandy, Utah, this work is
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supervised by the vocational education teacher and done by the boys in the school shops.
The following rules and regulations are recom­mended for adoption by school boards; (6)
1. Ko one but the driver shall occupy the driver’s seat in the bus.
2. Busses must be brought to full stop before taking on or letting off pupils.
3. All busses must be brought to full stop at least twenty-five feet from any stream or electric rail­way crossing. Driver must be sure that there is no danger from approaching train before attempting to drive the bus across the tracks.
4. Drivers must not leave busses while motor is running. The motor must be out of gear when bus is stopped.
5. Children shall not be allowed to stand outside the body lines of bus. The door, shall be closed.
6. Busses shall run at least seventy-five yards apart.
7. Children shall not be allowed to put head or hands outside bus windows.
8 . Unless by special permission, no pupil shall be permitted to leave bus at any station other than regular stop.
9. Driver shall report all cases of disorder or disobedience on part of pupils to teacher or prin­cipal.
10. Gasoline tanks shall not be filled while there are any children in vehicle.
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Almack and Bursoli suggest adopting the follow­ing rules, which would perhaps be better if local conditions were such that any trouble was antici­pated: (9)
1. Drivers should comply with the schedule in every detail unless circumstances make it impossible* Any deviation from this must be reported promptly to the principal, together with reasons for the same.
2. Any mechanical difficulties or adjustments made on bus should be reported to the mechanic immediate­ly upon arrival at the garage.
3. The driver shall at no time when the children are in the bus, exceed twenty miles an hour nor five miles an hour over wooden bridges or culverts.
4. Eo driver shall leave the bus with motor running,
5. The bus shall not be started until all children are seated and the doors are closed.
6. The driver shall be governed by all rules of the road.
7. Ho assistance shall be given by the driver to any vehicle on the road.
8. Ho stranger shall be permitted to ride in the bus at any time.
9. The driver shall permit no other person to drive the bus, occupy his seat, or tamper with the motor or any of its controls; exoepting^such persons as are approved by the principal, and then only by his direct authorization.
10* If, in case of illness or other emergency, the driver requires a substitute, he shall notify the. principal at least one hour, and sooner if possible, before the next trip is to be made.
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11. Eo railroad shall be crossed until bus has been brought to a complete stop, and some child authorized by the driver shall have gone up to the crossing and have looked in both directions. if the track is declared clear, the bus shall then proceed across the track. The appointed child shall continue to watch until the bus has safely passed the crossing.
12* No driver shall use tobacco while children are in the bus.
13. The drivers shall report daily to the princi­pal on approved blanks ; all pupils absent or caus­ing bus to wait more than the alloted time, all pupils infringing on rules of discipline, all accidents, motor difficulties, irregularities in schedule, and roads needing re^r.
14. The driver shall horn at all crossroads, be­ginning at least fifty yards before crossing is reached.
15. In case of accident, where bus is stopped on the road, the driver shall not leave the bus to go or phone for help; but shall send some respon­sible child to the nearest house. Where necessary he may send a note with him. (It is recommended that a radiophone or a portable telephone that may be attached to a regular telephone line, be carried as part of the equipment.)
16. The driver shall see that the following regu­lations are observed by all pupil passengers.
a. All pupils shall Be seated immediately upon entering the bus, in the place which has been assigned by the driver.b . No pupil shall stand or move from place to place during the trip.c. Loud, boisterous, or profane language or in­decent conduct shall not be tolerated. (If emergencies or motor difficulties calling for
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close concentration on the part of the driver arise, he may require absolute silence.)d. Pupils are not to tease or handle one another.e. No windows or doors are to be opened or closedexcept by permission of the driver.f. No pupil shall enter or leave che bus until it has come to a full stop and the door has been opened by the driver.g. In entering or leaving, no pupil shall passin front of the bus. If necessary to cross the road, he must pass behind it.h. If a child has not entered the bus or reportedwithin one minute after schedule time of leavinghis home, the bus shall not be held longer on his account.i. Any child who does not enter the bus withinone minute after schedule time shall be reported to the principal as tardy. If the bus is delayed by causes for which the children are not respon­sible, they shall not be considered tardy, j. Upon entry into the bus, the child’s lunch boxand bocks should be deposited in the lunch box cupboard just beneath his assigned seat.
Referring to these regulations, it would appear to me that No. 11 is a poor ruling. If the weather were cold or stormy, or if the ground were wet or muddy, it would be a grave injustice to any child to ask him to leave the bus and walk to the railroad tracks and remain there while the bus crosses. A school board has no authority to enforce such a ruling if a parent wishes to protest. The driver’s seat should be en­closed with glass so that the driver can see up and down the track unless the view is otherwise obstructed, in which case the railroad should be obliged to install an electric signal.
The greatest dangers attend the unloading of children when they return home. They have been held under control all day and feel that the day’s duties are now ended. If several alight at the same stop there is likely to be crowd!ng and Jostling. They should be taught to descend and remain at the side of the highway until the bus has driven away far enough
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to give a clear vision of the traffic "before cross­ing or beginning to travel upon the road. They should be taught that the best procedure is for pedestrians to walk against the traffic, and they should be urged to do so. Uo regulations can com­pel traffic upon the highway to cease while children are being unloaded, but it greatly lessens the danger if each school bus would carry printed signs upon the front and rear reading "School Bus, Pass Carefully" or some similar caution.
If a competent driver is secured and rules carefully enforced, pupils are not exposed to rain and weather on their way to school, and consequent" ly arrivelp fresh and ready for work, not tired out by a long tramp. They are under proper chaperonage while going to and from school, the time when im­moral influences would otherwise have an opportuni­ty to make an impression. Pupils who could not other wise come to school are enabled to attend, and those regularly enrolled are enabled to attend under weather conditions which would otherwise keep them at home.
The question of transportation costs is a big one, and very little reliable information can be secured. The most recent intensive study of such costs was made and reported at the seventh annual conference on problems of the consolidated school, held at Cedar Falls, Iowa, in December, 19 23. Thirty-seven typical transportation systems were considered. The routes covered all types of roads. The cost on routes vtere horse-drawn vehicles were used was ^40.62 per pupil for the year; with motor vehicles it was $43.03. Two years previous the costs had been respectively $44.10 and $45.99.The small additional cost per child per year for motor busses was more than offset, in the opinion of most of the patrons of the schools, by the shorter time the children were on the road. (5)
In Louisiana the average cost per pupil in1922-23 was $25.93. In Maryland it was $29.80
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for elementary pupils and $33.80 for high school pupils, with a wide range between costs in the counties, varying from $19.74 to §75.37. In 1920 Mississippi transported over sixty thousand children by means of 1,539 wagons and busses at a cost of $3.18 per pupil per month.
There is great difficulty in making any com­parison between states, as the distance traveled, the length of the school term, and the kind of vehicles used must all be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, Mr* Abel, on behalf of the Bureau of Education attempted to gather statistics on the subject, and they were published in 1925.
In the twenty-four states responding to the q.uestionnaire there were 470,379 pupils trans­ported, amounting to 5.4^ of the total attendance in these states. . If this same proportion applied to the whole of the United States there were 995,340 children transported, since there was a total of 18,432,213 in attendance.
Fourteen states reported 12,015 vehicles used in 1922. Only three states reported the amount invested in these vehicles. Indiana had 032,119; Nebraska $110,058; and Tennessee $37,719. Twenty-two of the states gave the amount spent for pupil transportation and the total of ail was $14,526,368. The number of children accommodated was 446,226 which made an average cost of $32.55 per pupil. (5)
A more detailed study was made in 1924 in Minnesota. Out of the three hundred thirty-five consolidations reported, three hundred twenty-one replied. These schools were divided into five groups; those transporting less than twenty-four pupils; those transporting from twenty-five to forty-nine; those handling from fifty to ninety- nine; those transporting from one hundred to one hundred ninety-nine ; and those handling over two hundred. The median of all the schools was seven­ty pupils.
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It was found that the cost per pupil in the group with less than twenty-five pupils was $47.50 per year. In the group with over two hundred the cost per pupil per year was $24.99 a decrease of $22.51. Cost per mile ranges from 2/ to 12/ in the smaller group while in schools of one hundred or more pupils, it in no case exceeded 6/. (90)
In the Monte Vista School the cost per day to operate the eight husses was $50.75; the cost per mile was $.1943, the cost per child per mile was $ê0181, and the cost per child per day was $.141. The cost at Windsor, Colorado, will not average 10/ per day. This low cost is due not only to careful supervision, but also to the fact that some of the busses carry over sixty—pupils each.The Sargent district averages a little over 12/ per day per child. (86)
From such information as is on file in Miss Trumper^s office, there were one hundred sixty conveyances being used in Montana, hauling an av­erage of 20.6 pupils per conveyance. The drivers received an average salary of $93.30 per month and the total transportation cost per pupil per day was 33/.
A very mooted question is the proportion of the school revenue which may be used for trans­portation. The tendency seems to run too high.The minimum reported is .3^; the maximum is 51.7^; the median is 14.02^. (2)
Mr. Abel makes the statement that if the aggregate number of miles traveled by, let us say, 400 children to twenty small schools, is compared to the aggregate traveled by the same children to a central school, there would be little difference in the distance. Whether the parents shall pay for the transportation under the first circum­stances, or it shall be paid out of general funds as in the second instance, depends more on con­ditions of organization and distribution of school
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facilities than on the cost of transportation.
It does not seem to me that his argument is well founded. In most oases, children going to independent schools walk. The parent is at no expense.
In the E60 Consolidations the range of cost per mile per child per day is from to 27$̂  with a median of 3.8/. Eine schools report 20$̂ ; they are using horse-drawn hacks.
Three states, Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa, spent over two million dollars on tran^ortation in 1922, which was 2.87^, 5.32^, and 5.01^respectively, of their current incomes.
Transportation is most expensive in the follow­ing states: Mississippi, 9.53^, New Hampshire 6.03^and Vermont 6.34^. The lowest percentage spent was in Michigan .6^; Missouri .43^, Pennsylvania .62^, Texas .57^ and Maryland .73^. The range is from .43^ in Missouri to 9.53^ in Mississippi. (5)
A fairly steady relationship between transpor­tation and total current expenditures is being maintained year after year in Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Virginia. The percentages are low,- 2.8^ for Ohio and 5^ for Maine being the highest. These are states that have used transpor­tation over a considerable period of years and they have worked out well-defined policies.
The amounts of money invested in transporta­tion in the 260 Consolidations previous]^ referred to range from ^50 to $37,000. Sixteen districts report more than $10,000 in busses; thirty consoli­dations own three hundred fifty-one motor busses; forty-five schools own two hundred twenty-two horse- drawn vehicles ; and thirteen schools have both motor and horse vehicles.. The total value of the
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three hundred seventy-four motor and the two hun­dred thirty-five horse vehicles amounts to $621,752 The average price of the motor bus was $1520; of the horse-drawn vehicle $240. The latter type of eq.uipraent was favored in the colder and more moun­tainous states, - Idaho, Maine, Montana, îïorth Dakota, Uew York, and Minnesota. Horse-drawn wagons are also used in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Michigan, Nebraska, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, and Okla­homa, but they are being rapidly replaced by motor 
busses. 12)
State Policies
In Delaware the state pays the entire cost of transportation. Appropriations of $100,000 for1923-24, and $105,000 for 19 24-25 were made to cover the costs including purchase of new vehicles, drivers' salaries, maintenance, etc. (61)
In Vermont the state pays the oost of trans­portation or board of all children residing more than one and a half miles from the school, in townswith a grand list of less than $5000, and its sharein the ratio that Ê5000 bears to the grand list if that is more than $5000. But the state shall not pay any town district an average of over $20 per year per pupil transported. (61)
The state of Iowa gives aid to approved con­solidated schools for maintenance annually as fol­lows :
Two-room schools • . • • $200Three-room schools • • • 500Four or more rooms • • • 750
This aid may be expended for any current expenses including transportation.
A Massachusetts town of less than five hun­dred families that does not maintain a high school
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must pay the tuition and cost of transportation of its pupils, up to 40/ per pupil per‘day of actual attendance. If the amount spent for schools in the three preceding years averaged more than ^4.50 and less than $5 of each $1000 raised by local tax, the state will reimburse the town for half the amount paid for secondary pupil transportation. If the average was more than $5 and less than $6, then the reimbursement is three-fourths of the amount; If it was more than $6, then the reimbursement is for the entire amount, but not based on any cost of more than 40/ per pupil per day, except when pupils travel more than three miles in some manner other than by pupil conveyance. In that case the town may be reimbursed three-fourths of the amount spent about 40/ but not above 80/ for each day of attend­ance .
Any school closed in Pennsylvania because of an average term attendance of ten or less, shall furnish transportation for its pupils to some other school or schools if the children reside one and a half miles or more from such schools, and the state will pay half the cost of such transportation, the state’s share not to exceed $1 per day per pupil. Consolidated schools and schools that have trans­ported pupils to another for the purpose of better gradation,- when approved by state council of educa­tion ,- shall receive annually from the state half the sum spent for transportation during the previous year, not including costs of repair and purchase of vehicles. Uo district shall receive more than $3,000 in any one year. The state also appropriates $200 for each one-teacher school closed to effect the con­solidated district. (61)
Another mooted question is,, how many miles may children be transported? The median of two hundred twenty-four schools is 4.7 miles. The least distance is one mile; the greatest nineteen miles. Only nine schools attempted to transport over eleven miles.The time spent on the road is reported by two hundred twenty-two schools as follows: one way minimum ten
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minutes; maximum 100 minutes; median 35 minutes. Uine report ninety minutes or more. Seven of these use horse-drawn wagons and the approximate distance is five miles. (2)
The Weld County, Colorado, schods transport 2,666 children in eighty auto busses, some riding from twelve to fifteen miles twice daily, and some busses carrying as many as sixty-five children at one load. In Colorado as a whole 11,400 children are transported and four hundred busses and forty- eight horse-drawn vehicles are used, the busses hauling more than 90^ of the transported pupils.A large number are enroute more than an hour, but it is claimed that this length of time affords no hardships for the pupils* (86)
In Montana, according to such figures as are available, 3,293 pupils were transported an aver­age distance of 4.3 miles in ffrty-six minutes, average time. The largest distance reported was eighteen miles. and the longest time on the roads three hours. (93)
The above figures give some idea of the gigantic size of the transportation problem of consolidated schools in the United States, and of the number of children to be transported. The number of vehicles req.uired for the task is in­creasing daily.
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VIII TEACHERS
Experience valth consolidation and transporta­tion has shown a great need for specially trained teachers and administrators for this kind of school work. The heat class of farmers feel that their schools give too little time to living subjects, and pay too little heed to the environment of rural schools. Often the teachers are not in sympathy with rural life, and rarely do they have any profes­sional training for work in rural communities. They are "suit-case" teachers in many instances, not living in the community in which they teach. When the school is not a social, literary, or recrea­tional center, there often is none. If the people in charge of the school are not leaders in social matters there is apt to be little social organiza­tion.
Withinreco/ignized the last decade this condition has been as serious, and the following teachers•colleges are offering the courses listed to pre­pare teachers, supervisors, and superintendents for rural social service in connection -vith consolidated schools.
Institution
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute
Ball Teachers College, Munc i e, Indiana
Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls
Title of Course
Consolidated school admin­istration and problems
Same as above
The consolidated school and country life.Consolidated school admin­istrationAdvanced consolidated school problemsThe rural high school Teaching - under critic supervision in a consoli­dated school
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Upper Iowa University 
Fayette
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia
Kansas State TeachersCollege, Hays
College of Education U. of Minnesota
Northern Normal & Industrial School Aberdeen, 8 #D.
George Peabody College Nashville, Tenn.
Teachers College, Columbia University
The consolidated school and Its administration
The consolidated school
Consolidated school ad­ministration A: B
Consolidated rural schoolsConsolidated school problemsRural education and com­munity life
Rural, village, and con­solidated school admin- is tration
Principalship of consoli dated and small-town schools
Consolidation and the rural high school.(Two courses)
The Iowa State Teachers College req^uires two years training to prepare teachers for grades be­low high school, and pays special attention to the relation of the school to its country life sur­roundings , and groups of six to eight students from the college live for three months in the associated consolidated school districts and teach in the schools under the direct supervision of the critic teachers. The superintendents of the con­solidated schools are associate^ professors of the college. The teachers in training teach ten hours a week and carry a five hour college course given by the critic teachers.
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The advanced consolidation course treats such topics as: new courses, transportation, school lunch, traihing of teachers, community recreation, and surveys.
For a superintendent or principal the pre­paration is a general four-year^s course with an A.B. degree ; professional training which will en­able him to recognize good teaching and be able to supervise teachers; an understanding of transpor­tation problems; and training in community leader­ship. He is expected to know how to get the coop­eration of the organizations in a community, and be. a competent leader. In addition to other pro­fessional training req^uired for a major in rural education, he must devote one afternoon each week for three months to observing the work in four high-type consolidated schools.
The content of the courses offered by the State Teachers College at Hays, Kansas, sounds very practical:while the course offered at the State Teachers College at Emporia, Kansas, is of a historical and theoretical nature*
Colorado’s excellent work in consolidation is sponsored by the Department of Rural and Vo­cational Education of the Colorado Agricultural College. The time of one person and part time of tvrfo have been given to this work* Much of the graduate work done in the college deals with rural 
improvement *
One or more of the teachers colleges or uni­versities in the following states have courses in rural education. The states marked {#) make such courses compulsory* The states unmarked have them as purely elective courses.
. Arkansas Kansas PennsylvaniaConnecticut / Maine # MichiganIndiana Maryland # NebraskaIowa # Massachusetts Kew Hampshire
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New Jersey Texas MinnesotaNew York Washington VermontOhio West Virginia VirginiaTennessee Colorado WisconsinSouth Dakota Missouri Wyoming
While most of these courses are not intended primarily to train teachers and administrators for the problems of a consolidated school, they usually center around rural economics, rural sociology, and rural methods. The latter courses frequently deal more with methods needed in one- room schools than in material needed for larger institutions, but a good course in rural sociology makes an excellent background for work in a con­solidation.
The state of Maine has a speoial course for rural teachers. The law provides that the Com­missioner of Education may select each year one hundred outstanding rural teachers of two years experience and good training, and put them into special training of unit courses in rural life and rural education at the state’s expense. The state pays the railroad fares, board, and all necessary expenses during the course of differential train­ing. Teachers go back to their work as rural leaders, and at the end of each year they receive a state bonus of one-fourth of their salary. This training is for teachers in small rural schools, but such training in rural leadership is what is needed for teachers in consolidated schools located in small towns, villages, or the open country.
T/hen discussing Montana consolidated schools with Miss Trumper, she said that there were no outstanding consolidations in the state, and that she believed the reason was that those in charge of such consolidations as there are had little tablent or special training for rural leadership, and were not aware of just what might be accom­plished.
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Uo college courses can entirely prepare a teacher to do successful work in consolidated schools* A knowledge of what is being done in successful consolidations in other parts of the country is of inestimable value to any one in charge of such a school, but personality and natural leadership are necessary if he is to go and do likewise*
The teachers in a consolidated school are expected to give as high a class of instruction as those in city schools, but their duties do not end there as is usually the case in a city.If the rural children are to receive the full benefits from a consolidated school, there must be a program of extra-curricular activities and social affairs. The city child gets these ex­periences not only through the efforts of churches, women’s clubs, neighborhood groups, and other agencies, but also through public band concerts, art galleries, museums, and libraries, theaters and multitudinous business and social contacts.
That consolidations are securing a higher type of teacher than that found in the average small rural school is evident. In the study of the 260 Consolidations covering 1,929 elementary teachers, 59^ were graduates of normal schools or colleges; 72^ of the fourteen hundred ten high school teachers were college graduates, and 19^ normal school graduates. Four-fifths of these teachers had two or more years of experience. (2)
In Montana, the teachers of consolidated schools are usually better trained than the teach­ers of small rural schools. One hundred thirty- four are reported as being college graduates, one hundred forty-seven normal school graduates, two hundred five as not being graduates of any higher institution, and thirty-nine as being graduates merely of a high school teacher-training depart­ment. While this shows a large proportion of in- adeq.uately prepared teachers, 32^ of the teachers
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in consolidated schools are normal school graduates and 28^ are college graduates, while statistics for all the schools in the state show Just 27^ normal school graduates and 14^ college graduates. The salary schedules have some influence upon this, since the average salary of teachers in one-teacher schools was $803.19 in 19 20, while the average salary in consolidated schools was $1361.28 during the same year.
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IX HOUSI^TG PROBLEMS
One of the chief reasons for the small rural schools being inefficient and for some of the con­solidations faring so poorly, is because first class teachers will not go into a community which does not afford comfortable living conditions.A young woman of refinement will not willingly live in a crowded or poorly furnished home, shar­ing the bedroom of some member of the family, with no quiet place to read or study, and suffering inconvenience or real hardship in going to and from the schoolhouse.
If a consolidation is located in the open country or in a village too small to have modern homes, good teachers will be hard to secure, and superintendents and principals will hesitate about bring their families to a community where their standard of living will have to be lowered.
These difficulties can be overcome by the school district owning residences and dormitories. The private academy, from its inception, afforded housing facilities for its faculty and its out- of-town pupils, but these things have disappeared almost entirely with the growth of our large public schools. City children live in their own homes, teachers have a wide choice of rooming and board­ing places, and when these are not satisfactory, form clubs of their own or patronize such insti­tutions as the Y.W.C.A., or residence hotels. Children too far away have had no preparation made for them. In Europe shhools are practically always supplied with housing facilities for teachers and non-resident pupils. The United States is gradual­ly coming back to this plan. The success of con­solidations depends upon securing a superior class of teachers, and the housing problems are hardly secondary to the salary schedule in securing them.
The Sargent Consolidated School has a nine-
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room reaidenoe for the superintendent; an eleven room one for the women teachers; and a home con­taining two three-room apartments with hath for the principal and the mechanic. The salary of the superintendent is only $2400 and the pay of the others is correspondingly low, but the homes with water, light, and heat, are furnished free of charge. The teachers hire a woman to prepare the meals and take care of the house, and pro-rate the cost. (84)
A plan which will more readily appeal to tax­payers and also appeal to the self-respect of the teaching staff, is to build the necessary dwellings and charge a reasonable rental based upon a reason­able upkeep and interest on the money invested.This makes the financial outlay appear more as an investment, the benefit accruing to the locality being the superior class of instructors that can be secured.
In addition to housing the teaching staff, there are often pupils to be considered. Occasion­ally free dormitories are provided, but it is usual­ly fairer and more satisfactory to make a reasonable charge. It is rarely wise to attempt to house both girls and boys in the same building, but at Thompson Falls this is done successfully. The half of the dormitory used by the boys does not communicate with that used by the girls except by means of the din­ing rooms and kitchen found in the basement. A Joint dining room is generally considered satis­factory, but at Thompson Falls the dining rooms are separated by a vjall, though there is a communicating door. The disciplinary problems are reduced to a minimum by this arrangement, according to the prin­cipal. Several of the young women teachers have rooms in the portion of the building occupied by the girls, while a man teacher lives in the part occu­pied by the boys, and the principal has a suite of rooms there also. The teachers pay a small sum for their board, but the principal and his family are housed and fed gratis. A monthly charge is made
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to the pupils, and a skilled cook and helpers are employed*
A school dormitory offers many serious problems most of which can be solved if the right kind of a matron can be secured* She must be sympathetic and approachable but firm and just. There should be a code of house rules posted in every room asd cover­ing such essentials as the hours when meals will be served, when the children are expected to study, and when the doors will be closed and lights out ; rules for the entertainment of company, the giving of parties and other social functions; care of rooms and the building in general* These regulations should be reduced to the minimum, but strictly en­forced*
When there are a large number of children to be cared for, the cottage plan is usually better than a large dormitory* The house-mother can often be a teacher, which does away with the complication of an outside matron* When teachers have house-mother duties their compensation is usually free room and board* Matrons are paid in two ways. When the pupils are charged a stated fee, the matron is given a definite salary* When the expenses are prorated, the matron receives a percentage of the total expen­ditures, usually eight percent.
The Elkhead School in Colorado sets aside a portion of the forty-acre campus for cabins which the parents may erect and where mothers live with their children when the weather is too inclement for the children to make the daily trip to school.
The Orange Township Consolidation in Black Hawk County, Iowa, provides a residence for the superintendent and for the head janitor, but the country is so densely populated that the district comprises only thirty-nine sq.uare miles and there is no pupil housing problem* The homes in the district have an average of nine rooms each, £md
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over half of them are modern In every respect, so the teachers have no difficulty in securing satis­factory living conditions nearby*
These several examples show how successful schools under different circumstances care for the housing of their teachers and pupils*
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X THE CURRICUXTJM
What should be taught in a consolidated school in a rural community? It is superfluous to say that the fundamental subjects req.uired in the state course of study for elementary schools should be thoroughly taught. In addition a large field opens up.
While the conventional high school subjects are usually taught, the most successful of these new schools are also making an effort to relate their courses of study to the needs of the pupils and the requirements of the community. This should always be done, but it is often hard to know Just how to do it. Courses in agriculture, including a study of crops and soils; the breeding and care of live stock; the marketing of products; farm carpentry; and the care and repair of farm machin­ery are sometimes included. Many schools offer courses in cooking, the selection, preparation, preservation, and storage of food stuffs; sewing, including the care, repair, and selection of clothing; home decoration and household management; sanitation, hygiene, home nursing, and other home- making arts are sometimes provided for girls. Vocational shop work such as is found in technical high schools is often attempted.
Before expending large amounts for expensive training along these lines; the superintendent should thoroughly canvass the needs of his com­munity. Hot all of one’s education is obtained in the schools. Many things can be learned out­side of school quite as well as inside, and it is a waste of energy and money to put into the school curriculum such things as can be learned equally well outside. A rural school should not attempt to teach everything which rural people need to know any more than a medical school should try to give the young doctor everything which he will need. Much of a doctor’s training is re- deived in a hospital or as a Junior partner to an
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older, experienced physician.
If the housewives of a community are noted for their excellent cookery, vihy should their daughters spend hours of school time baking minia­ture loaves of bread and pans of cookies? A little skillful propaganda can start these girls to learn­ing to cook from their own mothers. Contests and exhibits can motivate their work at home, and school time and funds can go to something which the home cannot do.
On the other hand, if the mothers of the par­ticular community are not good cooks, if the child­ren suffer greatly from mal-nutrition, and if.table manners are abominable, the school can well afford to give considerable time and money to changing the habits and ideals of the coming generation.
The curriculum of a school should be based upon the needs of the community. By this, I do not mean that country children need merely a thorough grounding in agriculture, and city child­ren should be instructed in city life only. Amer­ican children do not alv^ays spend their lives in the community in v^hich they receive their school­ing.
The chief duty of a country school is not to keep the children on the farm; it is to make them intelligent citizens of a republic. Children need to have ideals developed, interests directed, and their outlook upon life enlarged. So-called practical education in the narrow sense is not very successful with the young. When they become adults and are brought face to face with necessity, they will be eager to learn the practical know^ge which they need, but their minds are not very ef­ficient cold-storage plants in which information and skills can be stored for future use.
One great field of the consolidated school is
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supplying this detailed, technical information which the adult needs, and is more than willing to acquire. While general biology is valuable for young people, and they are ambitious to satisfy their curiosity regarding the many interesting things in nature, economic entomology, which may deal with combating specific insect pests, will not appeal to them as it will to their fathers whose crops are being destroyed by those same insects. Evening courses, and agricultural college lecturers offer a way for the consolidated school to enlarge its curriculum so that the whole com­munity will be benefited.
The most efficient rural schools in the world are those in Denmark. (68) They teach little technical agriculture, nor do they teach the best forms of rural organization and cooperation, though the farmers of Denmark are probably better organized than those of any other country. The schools devel­op community pride and national patriotism, knowing that if a great desire to create a glorious neigh­borhood can be secured, that desire will materialize in some definite progress.
School literature should be inspirational, true to type of course but true to the best types not the low ones. History should not be narrow or bigoted, but it should create patriots. Studies in economics and sociology should foster a desire to do something to improve conditions, both from an altruistic motive and from a wholesome self-inter­est. It is not human nature to work tirelessly unless there is to be a personal reward, and per­sonal rewards are honorable. A farmer who works hard and raises large crops so that he may have a beautiful home and advantages for his children is a much better citizen and neighbor than one who dreams great dreams for bettering the submerged classes, but lets his farm grow up in weeds and has too few worldly goods to fit his children pro­perly for a credible position in life.
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Regarding the course of study now being offered in consolidated schools in Montana, Miss Trumper says: "There is altogether too strong atendency in the majority of the schools to urbanize their curricula and to make city schools of these schools which are attended almost entirely by farm boys and girls. Many of the high school depart­ments are simply college preparatory courses, while the boys and girls who cannot go to college are given little thought and attention. Their programs often reveal more Latin than agriculture, more algebra than home-making. It is hoped that the farmers^ short courses started and the farmers' orgnizations fostered by a fevj schools will help others to catch the vision and see the mission of the consolidated schools."
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XI SOCIAIi RSSPOHSIBILITIES
A oonsolidated. school at its "best becomes the center around which the life of a community revolves. Human beings are social animals and are not com­pletely happy unless they can associate with their kind Æeq.uently* Much of the lure of the city is its crowds and the air of festivity given by brightly lighted places of amusement. There is no necessity for time to hand heavily on anyones hands when the world is full of good books and delightful magazines, when libraries are within parcels post distance of everyone, and when radios and talking machines can furnish music and entertainment to while away the evening hours. But, the vast majority of people, at least in the United States, are not content with these solitary pleasures and long for something more exciting.
The schoolhouse is usually in the geographical center of the community, the money of all the people has been expended to build up the plant » and large assembly rooms and study hall which comfortably accommodate the children during the day can afford public meeting places for their parents in the evenings, on Sundays and holidays. The domestic science rooms, kitchens, and lunch rooms make the serving of refreshments possible and easy.
If the community is entirely unorganized with no grange, stockmens* association, cooperative marketing club, women* s club, or ladies* aid, the schoolman* s duties are plain. Leadership must come from him, and he can easily center things about the school. Programs and entertainments given by different classes or grades in the school can bring the parents together occasionally, and the superintendent can study them and decide just what type of an organization is most needed and will receive the most hearty support.
Lectures by the county agent or professors from the state agricultural college can be used
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to start a desire for a farmers* Institute, evening classes for the men, and study clubs for the v;omen. If the children are organized into live Scout troups and 4-H clubs the parents will become interested and a beginning can be made. The superintendent can call formal meetings and effect organizations if he has the cooperation of a few influential citi­zens, or he can work quietly and informally. This is usually the most successful way.
The school paper can be a great power in work­ing up community spirit and a desire to get in touch with what progressive localities are doing.
After a community organization is perfected, it must be kept going by having a great deal to do. A well-defined program should be arranged for a year in advance. Plans should be perfected for doing certain definite things of local importance so that actual progress can be seen. Certain per­sons should be made responsible for doing certain things.
Two kinds of projects should be undertaken simultaneously; those which require a long time for completion so as to bind the people together, and those which require a short time so that re­sults may be seen almost immediately. Heavy financial obligations should not be incurred, especially when the organizations are young.
The following are some of the community pro­jects which have been successful. Secure a new school building or repair the old one. Add to the school library. Improve or add to the school grounds• Provide teacherages or dormitories. Establish a night school if there are adults who would be interested in attending. Arrange exhibits of pure-bred stock, garden products, cookery, or school work. Arrange for a community market, co­operative buying. Joint ownership of labor-saving farm machinery or household devices. Secure or beautify a community park. Organize a community
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band or baseball team.
The felt need of the community must always be kept in mind. If very few people read books, it would be folly to start a campaign to add to the school library. The leaders must take account of the influence of success and guide the group into projects which will be successful. Undertaking too much is sure to result in failure, and two or three failures will ruin anyone’s reputation as a leader.
There are two classes of activities to be considered; those which are organized for a defin­ite purpose and with a definite membership, meet­ing at definite times ; and the unorganized acti­vities such as dances, games, lectures, and en­tertainments of various kinds. ?/hile the organized activities are usually the most worthwhile, the people who are not interested in them are perhaps the very ones who are most in need of a social center which will offer some kind of light amuse­ment .
Basement rooms should be fitted up with tables, chairs, and games such as checkers, flinch, and table-croq.uette. Bowling alleys and billiard tables offer clean sport for older boys and young men, and the gymnasium will provide a place for others to work off their surplus energy. Basements can be made very inviting if the walls are finished in a light color and an abundance of lights are provided.
While the classrooms can occasionally be used for evening meetings, teachers do not favor having their rooms used for outside activities, as black­board assignments are likely to be erased, papers and books will be more or less disarranged, and a thorough inventory is necessary after such an in­vasion. On the other hand, the school-room atmos­phere is not desirable for informal gatherings, arid a more satisfactory program can be carried out
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in rooms not filled with pupils^ desks. Then too, women’s clubs, study clubs. Camp Fires, and Scout troops have banners, mottoes, and other insignia or equipment which would be very out of place in a school room, but which would add much to the plea­sure of the members of these organizations• if there are several small basement rooms set aside for club meetings, a feeling of personal ownership can be cultivated which will build up a delight­ful community spirit.
When the women and children are being con­sidered and provided for, the men should not be overlooked. There are large groups of men whose days are spent in active physical exercise and the gymnasium has no attraction for them, but they would like to get together where they can talk over crops and local politics. If the men are the kind who cannot be contented for long without smoking, a room should be chosen which can be closed off from the others so that the air of the main building will not be permeated by the smoke.
Even the cities are beginning to use their school plants for other than regular school pur­poses, and the school boards and the superintend­ents find that the resulting sociability and good­will result in a friendly interest in the school and an added willingness to support it.
7/hen a consolidation is organized, the sup­erintendent may find that there are already effec­tive cooperative organizations busily engaged in social work. He can then fit himself and his teachers into the work they most enjoy.
It is more probable that there will be a number of separate groups and societies each going its own way independent of the others, functioning well from an individualistic viewpoint but not accomplishing much for the community as a whole.The school man’s place will then be to bring these d'ifferent groups into some central community council
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The Orange township School in Black Hawk County Iowa, has such an organization. it is oomposea*of the president of the Parent-Teaoher»s Association the president of the school board, the pastor of * the community church, the president of the 7/omens Christian Temperance Union, the president of the mothers* club, the president of the farm bureau, the president of the township trustees, the super­intendent of schools, and the president of the community band. This council elects from its mem­bership a chairman, a secretary, and a treasurer.A community budget of about $700 per year is raised by subscription to carry on the activities. The council plans a program for the year so that there will be no over-lapping of activities or conflict in dates for the use of the school house or the church. This plan also distributes respon- bibility and causes a large number of people to take active leadership in the community.
The Sargent Consolidated community is more closely affiliated with the school, the pastor of the community church and the superintendent of the school being the leaders in the community work. Ovi/ing to the fact that the teachers live on the campus, and that the church and the parsonage are also there, the social life of the community naturally centers there. Some of the teahhers have classes in the Sunday School, some are officers and leaders in the Christian Endeavor societies, of which there are three ; one of the teachers leads the school singing, directs the choir for the Sun­day School and church services, and leads the com­munity singing. Everyone from the superintendent and the pastor and their v;ives, to the janitor and mechanic contribute their full share to the many- sided life of the community. Instead of families moving out of the district as they were doing when the consolidation first started, they are now moving inland many new houses have been built by new families who are anxious to become part of such a progressive neighborhood. (84)
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Oocasiorially a school man will fini a community over-organized or filled with competing organizations which are more or less antagonistic to one another. Such a situation will call for a superior type of tact and leadership* How can several cliques he brought together into harmonious cooperation? How can the socially efficient few who ”r\in" a few sel­ect and exclusive clubs be persuaded to widen their efforts to take in everyone who is interested in the work they are doing?
A very desirable organization is an inter^-de- Vomlnational Sunday School* Moral and religious education go together, and a Sunday School is the place to impart it. Sohoolhouses, moreover, are excellently equipped for such uses. There are rooms of different sizes to suit the different classes, with seats to fit the various sizes of pupils. Each class is alone and not distracted by the babel which prevails in the ordinary Sunday School conducted in the auditorium of a church.Graded lessons can be taught, and inter-denomina­tional literature provided* If the community senti­ment is in favor of such a Sunday School, no pains should be spared to obtain the services of a pastor who is worthy of the name and will become the spirit­ual and moral advisor and leader of the community.He should be a broad-minded, tactful man who will work in the closest cooperation with the principal of the school. While an attractive church building is always an addition to the landscape, church ser­vices can be held as well in a school auditorium as in a church, and denominational tendences are morè easily avoided.
Athletics will find a large place on the com­munity program, but wise management is imperative. Self-control, personal honor, and courtesy must be obtained if civic and social values are to be real­ized, and the same problems will present themselves in a consolidated school as will appeal in any other school of a similar size*
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In laying out the athletic program an effort should be made to see that good sportsmanship is the keynote and dominating principle of every contest game, or exhibition. Supervision should be constant and injurious activities and over-strain must be guarded against. General participation by everyone in the school should be the aim rather than the pro­duction of a few champions. The physical training of all the children should not be sacrificed to the perfecting of a star or two.
In securing an athletic coach, character should be considered as important as ability to develops athletes. Sports should be encouraged which can beparticipated in v;hen school days are over, whichprovide the keenest pleasure, which are not exorbi­tantly expensive, and which are approved of by the best elements of society.
Girls’ athletics should be encouraged, but they must not be overdone, and no one should be permitted to play who is not in a fit condition to do so.7/hile inter-school contests create great excitement and community spirit, the health of the girls should not be sacrificed to make a holiday for thecommunity. If possible, an assistant athleticdirector who is a woman familiar with the problems which may arise, should be secured.
Eligibility rules should be carefully made and as carefully observed, and no outside influences should be permitted to interfere in any way.
The opportunities for social service are limited only by the ingenuity and physical capacity of the principal and his staff. They must never forget, however, that they are hired to conduct a first-class school, and must not let other matters encroach upon so much of their time that their nerves or health are undermined and their class work 
neglected.
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PART III
COîTSOIilPATIOiT V/ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MONTANA
XII Consolidations in Montana: numter, grov/thj general findings
Since 1913 Montana has had a law permitting the consolidation of one or more school districts.The law has not been amended since that time as comparatively few school have taken advantage of it, and there has been no demand for state aid to encourage consolidation.
The state department made a survey of consoli­dations in 1921. -At that time there were eighty- six such schools reported; nineteen were in the open country, fifty-three in rural villages, and fourteen in the larger towns. (93)
At present ten of these schools either are not in operation or have become affiliated with larger consolidations and have lost their identity; six others reported in Lake county are all controlled by the same board of trustees and receive their money from a common source but have no common sup­ervision; and a similar condition prevails in Yellowstone county.
The assessed valuation of the resulting sixty- six consolidations is ^101,226,573. They range from $10,209,19 4, the valuation of the Hardin district in Big Horn county, to $81,919 for Cardwell in Madison county. The average valuation, in even hundreds, is $1,533,400; the median is $1,152,500.
There are 11,374 children enrolled in these schools which makes $8,899.82 worth of wealth back of each child.
In the 260 Consolidations, the median assessed Valuation was $1,250,000 while the assessed valuation FOR EACH PUPIL enrolled was $4,709. (2)
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As has been stated, the 260 Consolidations were those which responded to questionnaires sent to the ten consolidations in each state which the superintendent of public instruction in that state named as the most successful* It would seem, then, that the consolidations which now exist in Montana have as much wealth to support them as does a typical consolidation in the United States as a whole.
The eighty-six consolidations recorded in 1921 had a total of 12,127 children enrolled, 10,367 being in the elementary school and 1,760 being in the high schools. At present the sixty-six con­solidations have a total enrollment of 11,374;8869 are in the elementary grades and 2,505 in the high school.
Of these sixty-six consolidations one. Arrow Creek, is a high school only, and forty-four are elementary schools only. The typical consolida­tion in Montana in 19 26, therefore, had 172.3 children with 135.9 in the elementary grades and 57 high school pupils in each school maintaining a high school.
In 1921 the typical consolidation had 121 children with an average of thirty-one pupils per school maintaining a high school.
While the number of consolidations has de­creased during the last five years, those which remain are larger than those of five years ago.
The corresponding figures for the 260 Consol­idations show the typical school with an enroll­ment of 280 pupils with 204 in the elementary grades and seventy-six in the high school. A ty­pical Montana consolidation has one hundred eight fewer children than for the country at large.
In the survey of the 260 Consolidations, the e-stimated income was received from one hundred
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ninety-seven schools. This amounted to .$7,015,148 iNhich gave an income for each of the consolidations of $22,437, or $84 per pupil. The total estimated income obtained for sixty-three of the Montana con- solicLations in 1926 was $1,556,640 which shows an average income per school of $24,708, and a per child income of $140. In 1921 the yearly per capita cost of pupils in Montana consolidations was $99.31.
One quite significant difference between Mont­ana consolidations and those of the country in gnneral is that, while the median of assessed valua­tion behind each school In Montana is slightly less the amount expended per child is almost twice as much. This is due to the fact that the schools have fewer pupils.
The average cost of buildings and equipment in Montana consolidation is $22,088. The median value of the buildings and equipment in the 260 Con­solidations was $53,000.
There is no record of the millage in the 260 Consolidations, but for Montana it ranges from five mills to fifty-four mills » with an average of twenty one and a half.
A median of school levies in the consolidated schools of Buena Vista County, Iowa, range from 24.5 mills to 65.6 mills with an average of 48.6 mills. (21)
Tax levies in sixteen of the new consolidâtions in Colorado for the year 19 21 ranged from 9.68 mills to 19 mills, with an average of 14.865. This is an eloquent testimony for the efficiency of Colorado school men.
Kansas discourages any consolidation which re­quires more than ten mills. (3)
Of the 488 teachers employed in Montana con­solidations, 330.5 are in the elementary grades and
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157*5 in the high school. The teacher load averages 15.9 pupils per high school teacher and £6.8 pupils per elementary school teacher.
The 260 Consolidations had £7.1^^ of their pu­pils in the high school. In Montana' in 1921, there T/ere 14.5^ in the high schools, and in 19£6, ££^ of the total enrollment was in the high school.This latter comparison is the only significant one which can be obtained regarding Montana consolidations during the last five years.
It will be noticed that the high school enroll­ment has increased considerably more than that of the elementary grades, both in absolute figures and in percentages. This condition is q̂ uite general over the country as a whole and probably merely shoves that the economic condition of the parents is such that they are increasingly able to permit their children to remain in school and postpone the time when it is necessary for them to contribute to the family income. Educators like to think that it is also a sign that the secondary schools are becoming more efficient and exert a holding power not exerted a few years ago. Either condition or both indicate a healthy growth of wealth and progress; either con­dition can exist entirely independent of the other ; or either could be the outcome of the other. This has little bearing on the matter under discussion.But there is one phase of the increased high school attendance in Montana which may not be entirely beneficial.
The excellent law which aids high schools by giving to each a generous portion of state and county funds on a per pupil basis has centered the efforts of school boards and school men on increas­ing the high school enrollment for purely mercen­ary reasons. In many instances the elementary school, in which the children are taught the funda­mental subjects and in which their ideals and habits are formed, is seriously neglected. Since the high school brings in a revenue, the high school must be made attractive so as to entice
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more pupils from nearby communities. The money spent on some high schools is entirely out of proportion to the number of pupils benefited.
It is true that secondary instruction must always cost much more per capita than elementary work, since larger libraries containing more expensive books and reference material are re- g_uired, and good laboratory work is essential.But one of the dangers which needs to be guarded against when consolidations are effected is getting as superintendent of the new school a man whose interest is unduly directed to the high school. It seems to be a common practice to use the library fund, for instance, to buy books used exclusively in the high school, and I have re­ceived several reports saying that the elementary grades have received no new books for several years owing to this manipulation.
The superintendent is not always conscious of discriminating against the lower grades.Since he usually teaches in the high school him­self, he appreciates what additional supplies are needed to make the work better or easier, and spends whatever is available to get them without realizing the needs which exist in other depart­ments .
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XIH Complaints ana Advantages as Indicated by g,uestionnaire Replies
Miss Truraper said that the most numerous com­plaints which she had received as the result of consolidating districts were from representatives of the rural districts which had given up their little schools with the understanding that their pupils would be transported to the consolidated school, only to find the children almost entirely ignored and the increased income applied to the high school.
There follows a complete record of the com­plaints reported by the superintendents of con­solidations in the state. It will be noticed that most of them center around the transporta­tion problem, and many of the unsatisfactory conditions would disappear if a little more care were used in the selection of drivers for the busses•
"District pays between* $3000 to $5000 an­nually to parents to bring their children to school. ÎTo complainbs except as to the amount of money they get. My opinion is that they like the transportation best because of the money they receive. It adds a great burden to tax­payers . "
"Just about the usual type of complaint that develops over any school activity."
"Not driving to the door in a few cases."
"Reckless driving by school pupils. Some drivers late without cause."
"G-as in bus makes children sick. Driver will not go up to door. Busses too rough riding."
107:
"Complaints over the right to the job of hauling."
"Fast driving, irregular schedule of trucks in cold weather."
"Some complaints of disorder."
"Truck will not stop for pupils v/ho are not at road when it arrives. (Parents^ fault.)"
"Some patrons think school busses should be driven up to their very doors because they con­sented to consolidation, whereas before, their children v;alked for miles."
"Increased taxation. But every election for levies in excess of 10 mills has been voted except the first one."
"A few wish school nearer home. Bus service not always satisfactory."
"Transportation complaints because of poor roads."
"Complaint against increase of taxes is biggest problem we face. It is very difficult to get good teachers at the salaries offered and to keep them when we get good ones. This district pays the lowest salaries to its superintendent and high school teachers of any second class district in the state. I have no records for other districts regarding grade teachers, but I feel sure the same thing is true. It usually means new and inexperienced teachers and pretty nearly a complete turn-over each year. Besides this, every grade has close to fifty pupils. Four of them have two grades each to handle. It is not easy to build up a school under such conditions." (The levy is 24 mills.)
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"Long hours for little children who come long distances•"
"Trucks late ahout five times during year. Some disorder on trucks."
"Other districts profit by using the high school while not proportionately supporting the s ame•"
"Transportation too expensive." (They spend about $3000 per year which is 14.3^ of their in­come . )
"None except that our playground is inade- QLuate and we are badly crowded inside. We need another teacher."
The complaint about the hardship to little children calls attention to a condition which'is easily remedied to a considerable extent. The little children would ordinarily go home at 11:00 a.m. and at 3:00 p.m. If the teacher plans games or a nap for the little tots, they will be just as well off at school as though they were running about the yard at home. V/hen an attempt is made to keep them at their school work for this additional time, it is reasonable to suppose that they may become fatigued.
The complaint about other districts enjoying the high school without contributing to it is a condition which could be easily remedied if the school board of the consolidated school wished to remedy it. The school board probably feels that the high school apportionment received for the pupils, enrolled is more than the pupils cost the district. The complaints come from the patrons of the district who are paying the nineteen mill tax while their neighbors across the district line send their children to the high school and pay only their regular county high school tax.This is eminently unfair to the persons who volun-
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tarily taxed tiieniselvea to erect the new school 
■building, hut the trustees evidently believe that charging an adeq_uate tuition, or insisting upon a Consolidation of districts, would, cause these 
pupils to go to some other high school, and con­sider the amount of money involved a recompense for illwill and dissatisfaction on the part of ' 
the local taxpayers*
All of the reports except tv;o say that the patrons as a whole are satisfied with the trans­portation, and all hut one claim that the patrons are satisfied with the consolidation as such*This man reports that they are "Divided on the q.uestion* ”
V/hile a personal talk with all of the patons concerned would give a better understanding of conditions, the man in charge of the school is likely to he the storm center if the patrons are not satisfied, and he should he able to judge how the people feel on the matter* This being the case, I would conclude from the Information I have been able to gather, that the existing con­solidations are satisfactory*
The advantages which have resulted from con­solidating are given as follows:
"Better attendance and instruction cheaper *"
"Children receive a better type of education."
"Better instructors; more activities as stated above; better students graduated*""Better school; supervised; high school."
"Better graded and more efficient work*"
"Better teaching force; better eq.uipment; attendance better."
"High school and graded school."
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"Better school - large classes - tetter teachers - tetter supervision - tetter school spirit - tetter eq^uipment
"Increased number of teachers*"
"Better tigger school*"
"V/e would not think of the one-room school* Indeed we have outside districts now clamoring to come into our district* All pupils have the ad­vantage of a graded school and tetter teaching under closer supervision; more thorough work*"
All tut three of the respondents say that tardiness is greatly reduced or entirely elimin­ated on the part of the tus children.
Ill:
XIV Possibilities for the Future
In her report on consolidation in 19E1 Miss Trumper said, "The consolidation movement in a nev;, pioneer state like Montana has gone about as rapidly as practicable. There are still relatively few places in which consolidation is feasible."
An increase in population is doubtless necess­ary before any flood of consolidation will spread 
over Montana. Many miles of federal highways have been built, however, since that time, and there are probably a few more fertile fields for consolidation 
if progressive school men were watching for oppor­
tunities.
The map of the Bitter Root is interesting. At the upper end is Darby with a consolidated school of two hundred ninety-seven shildren. Four motor busses are used to transport one hundred fifty children. The cost, according to the superintendent, is 14^ per mile per truck. They have tranported children for six years and the busses have been seriously delayed twice during that time. The long­est distance any child is hauled is ten miles, and the average distance is between three and fbur miles. The patrons are reported as being satisfied with the arrangement. The school has an orchestra, a glee club, a school paper, boys’ and girls’ basket ball, Girl Reserves, and Boy Scouts. Before con­solidation the only such activity was basket-ball. The salaries of the elementary teachers ranged from $1000 to $1350 during the past year, and the high school teachers were paid $1350 to $1500.
At the lower end of the valley is the Florence- Carlton Consolidation, This school is in the open country between Florence and Carlton, and enrolls a little less than one hundred children. The dis­trict owns three motor busses and practically all of the children are transported. The annual cost is estimated at about $3,000. This service has
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been in effect for six years. The bnsses failed to get through one day this last year. The longest distance any child is hauled is six miles, and the average one-way distance is about three miles. The school has a paper, girls’ and boys’ baçket- ball and track work, none of which activities were engaged in before consolidation took place. The salaries of the grade teachers range from $900 to 
$1125. '
Three of the four little cities between have consolidated schools and transport children from one or more rural schools. On the other hand, Hamilton and Corvallis are only six miles apart ; Victor and Stevensville are but eight miles apart, yet all four are badly crippling their elementary grades in order to provide a high school which can compare favorably with the others in the valley
The teacher load in the elementary grades at Stevensville is fifty-one, with one teacher caring for over seventy pupils the latter half of the year; at Victor it is forty-six; at Hamilton it is thirty; and at Corvallis it is forty-three.The high school load is twenty-nine at Stevensville, fifteen at Victor, twenty-five at Hamilton, and twenty-two at Corvallis. At Corvallis the school board insists upon all teachers being normal school graduates, but the salary paid is $90 per month. As a result they have inexperienced girls with an almost complete turn-over each year. They could probably secure much better instruction by hiring older, experienced teachers who are not normal college graduates and therefore unable to demand a high salary.
The tax levies in the Bitter Root range from fifteen mills to thirty mills.
From a purely theoretical point of view, it would seem that Stevensville and Victor could con­solidate for high school purposes, and Corvallis
EXHIBIT q, 
CONDITIONS IN THE BITTBR ROOT
Elementary H*s* teacher Levy BondedTeacher Load Load in Indebted*»
Florence^ t 1 t tCarlton 11 » 
t t
14 i
1
19 « 
1
19,000
Victor
f
46 :
t
14
f
1f 1
1
20 « t 11,000
Hamilton
«
30 <f 25
tt r t21 » 
f
16,200
Corvallid
1
43 » 1 22.5
tt
1
t
24 •
I
16,000
1
Darby 33 •t 17 f1 30 :t 53»900
f 1 " t
Stevensville 51 •I 29 tf 15 •t 65,000
Average for t
^ ' 
1
1t
Montana 26#8 * 15.9 t 21#3 ?C onaolidatione t 11 1 f t
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and Hamilton could do the same, "thus relieving the congested condition of their elementary schools by using the rooms now occupied by the high school, and the busses which bring the country children to the town schools could take the town pupils to the open-country high school, as Is done very success­fully at Stocket-Sand Coulee. Or one could Imagine a large high school with over five hundred pupils located so as to serve all four communities. The Jordan Consolidated High School at Sandy, Utah,Is such an arrangement but serves twelve tovms.
Ah conditions exist, however, competitive athletics and other Inter-school meets have worked up such "school spirit" that the youngsters attend­ing these schools would rather have no school at all than cooperate with their mortal enemies In the neighboring town. Whether anyone will ever attempt to weld these towns Into an efficient con­solidation Is a matter for conjecture, but they certainly afford an Interesting field for specula­tion, and form the nucleus about which a marvelous school could be built If their unfortunate but very natural localism could be overcome.
Missoula offers another Interesting situation. The city schools are large, numerous, and excellent ly equipped. The city Is already bonded for more than the legal limit, since the assessed valuation has been lowered. These new buildings are not over-crowded. In this same county and ranging from two and ahaIf to seven miles distant are seven one-room schools, with enrollments ranging from seven to thirty-four.
The photographs attached show these buildings and the distance each Is from a Missoula school building.
The thing which stands In the way of consoli­dating such schools as these Is usually a short­sighted selfishness. The rural districts, having lower tax levies than the city, would not feel that
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Target Range School, District 23 Total enrolltnent. . .34 pupilsmiles Hawthorne School in Orchard S-i* miles from Daly Addition School Homes
Cold Springe School, District 5 Total enrollment,31 pupils 2i miles from Daly Addition School 4% mi les from Paxson Schoool
exhibit s
Miller Creek School, District 5 Total enroilment«•• 9 7 miles from Franklin School
M
Upper Pattee Canyon School, Dist. 28 Total enr ollment... 7 7 miles from Paxson School
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EeSmet School, Bistri et 20 Enrollment.•.17 5^ miles from Lowell School on Yellowstone Trail
Rattle Snake School, District 31 Enrollment... 7 4 miles from Lincoln School
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Lower Pattee Ct anyon School, List* 16 Total enrollment•••10 1.8 miles from Paxson school 
CThis school was closed last year, 1926-27, hut is to Toe opened this fall. It is two miles from the Cold Springs School.)
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they could merge their districts and assume the higher levy - that the added charge would be out of proportion to the benefit they would derive.The city would probably insist that they could take care of the rural children only on such conditions.
It would be physically impossible and very poor economy to tranport daily the seven children at the Upper Pattee Canyon school, but a similar problem was solved as follows several years ago by Manhattan in the central part of the state. They had built an unnecessarily large high school and set about trying to fill it, both to satisfy their local pride in having a large school, and in order to receive more of the county high school money.The superintendent and the business men solicited every family with children of school age, not only in the open country, but in nearby villages which either had no high school or a very small one. So many of these expressed themselves as willing to come to town if it could be arranged, that the town board had a meeting v;ith the country boards and suggested that the rural school districts pay the rental for houses for each family which cared to move to town for the school year, or for any mother who would come to town and bring her children, the town guaranteeing that comfortable houses could be secured at a reasonable rental.
As a result, several one-room schools were closed, the children were all placed in the ex­cellent town school, the school districts saved enough money to warrant a small reduction in their school tax, and the superintendent of the town school gleefully announced that the increased high school enrollment brought them from 51500 to ^3000 each year. In addition, all vacant houses were occupied for nine months of the year, which was an important item to the owners of the houses. The expense to the town for carihg for the additional pupils was not appreciable, since they merely in­creased the teacher-load. Their present high School load is only nineteen.
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Great oare and. Judgment needs to be exercised when a district begins to subsidize families to put their children in school, as this opens a fertile field for graft of all kinds. More of this however, exists right now in the one-room schools than has yet displayed itself in consolidations•
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PART IV 
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this study, I would conclude that the movement, for consolidât ion has long; ago passed the stage of theorÿ and is spreading^ rapidly throughout the United States• Where it is wisely managed, the educational opportunities for the rural communities are being enlarged in the following ways :
a. Better equipped, modern buildings with janitor service.
b. A plant in which the community can take pride•
c. A community center which makes more instructive and entertaining programs possible.
d. An incentive for better roads.
e. Less waste in the duplication of library books, globes, maps and other such eg_uipment, and the money thus saved can be expended in enlarging the variety of these materials.
f. More regular attendance and lessened tardiness•
g. Competent teachers more easily secured.
h. Better supervision.
i. More varied social contacts which tend to do away with isolation.
j. Longer recitation periods and better supervised study. (The ten or fifteen minutes period necessary in a one-room school is not suffi' oient even for a good assignment, to say nothing of testing the child to see whether he has compre­hended what he has been studying.)
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k. Less waste of time and more effective work since a longer school term usually results. (Short terms result in poor teaching, imperfect impressions, and rapid forgetting, and the children find it nec­essary to repeat grades more freq.uently than child­ren do in propertly graded schools.)
1. Holding-power of consolidated schools is 
superior to that of the one-room school.
m. Better school officials, since the larger the territory the greater the opportunity to find superior citizens.
n. Specially trained teachers are being pre­pared tovdo this kind of v/ork.
o. Habits of promptness and punctuality developed by transportation service, - since the child knows that if he is not in the road to meet the bus he will be left, and if he lingers in the school building getting on his wraps he will have to walk home.
p. Reduced truancy. When a child is picked up by the school bus within sight of his home and he is under the supervision of the driver until he reaches the school house, it is pretty certain that he will attend school that day.
g_. Protection for the pupils from storms.
r. Less quarreling, fighting, and bullying of the younger ones by the older ones.
з. Enhanced value of real estate.
t. Equalized taxation within the consolidatedarea.
и. Taxes no higher than would be necessary to provide similar advantages in the separate dis­tricts, or in the city.
118-.
V. Satisfied patrons, generally speaking.
w. Secondary training possible in localities where none was available before.
X. Child’s work available on the farm v/hile he is securing his secondary education.
y. Parents’ influence still around child.
z. Larger choice of subjects. Many children can be held in school willingly for a longer period and with more benefit to themselves if they are privileged to study agriculture or commercial subjects, rather than just academic ones.
aa. Extra-curricular activities possible.Such activities, properly conducted, develop more useful happy citizens.
bb. Better opportunities for music and otherarts •
cc. Social and economic unity of the adult population.
Consolidation is not a panacea for all econ­omic and educational ailments. It has failed in some places because of poor business methods, extravagance, and other things which would cause any school to fail.
In some cases it has hurt weak districts which could not unite, by taking away much of their taxable property.
Owing to topographical conditions, or to sparse population, it is often utterly impossible, and the only improvement in educational facilities in such localities will come through the improvement of the 
one-teacher schools.
The expense is freg.uently very great, especially
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for the first few years,
G-enerally speaking, the larger the area served, the more successful the consolidation.
Transportation service is almost a necessity.
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CUMULATIVE MONTHLY BUS BBPORT 
Sargent Consolidated Schools» Monte Vista» Colo
jjUW NO. DRIVER ^rtEAR 1 SEPT.* be:
lâ.2. No.No. regular trips made with special trips made with busbus
h r . r̂ .
1 1 
t • t
3« No. regular trips made with emergent car ’
4» No. regular trips emergency car called • ’
5. Nol regular trips late
t t 
f t
6. No. times tire trouble
I t 
1 t
?• NO. times engine or car trouble
111 1 
f 1
6. No. times road impassable
1 1 
f t
9. N o. gallons gas used by bus
I » 
t t
10. N o. at8 oil used b̂ " bus
1 f 
t t
11. NO . miles on one regular trip
1 w
• I »
12. No . children entered
f •
11 I
13. No • children dropped
1 l'î * 
1 t
14. N 0. children belonging at
f 1
end o f month ^
15. N o. cases individual discipline
1 1 
I 1
16.YNo . times bus swept
■ f 
t t
17. N o. times windows washed
1 k *1 t
L 8 . Tot̂ =̂ i miles on regular trips
t f 1 f
3XHIBIT
C01HJI.ATIYB MONTHLY BUS REPORT 
Sargent Consolidated Schools, Monte Vista, Colo
19a Total miles on special trips with bus* *
20a Grand
I f
total miles with bus * *
21. Total
1 1
miles with emergency car on reg. tripê
22. Miles per gal gas by bus • *
2^3 Miles per Quart oil by bus • •
24. Total transportation in child«*days • ’24.25. Total transportation in child-miles S’ ’
s ARGENT EXHIBIT WCONSOLIDATED SCHOOLANNUAL BUS DATA SHEET YEAR
Bus Pur* Motor Serial P res. Deprec. CosltNo. Make Price No. No* V alue This yr Gas
1, I t I t 1 11 1 1 1 ^ " 
2^ I t 1 f " I 1 11 1 1 ■ 1 1 1
3 * » * » • 1 tI I I  I 
$. t i l t 11 118 1 1 1 1 1
5* • » « * 1 1I t  1 1 
6. 1 t 1 I 11 11I I I  I
7. • I 1 1
11 1 " ' 1I I I  1
8* I ♦ 1 1
1I i"11 # ^  i" ' " 1 ' 1 19* 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 I 11 11
11.* » • »
11 11" " 1 1 I
Extra ’ * •
11 11...... , 1 1
Total • • •
11 11
Total miles on Reg« tripe Total mil08 on special trips Grand tot&l milifege Total Gasoline used Çgal)Total oil used (gal*) ______Miles per gal. gas ____Miles per qt. oil ....A ve. cost gal. of gas _____
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SABCr ENT CONSOLIDATED SCHGOLL ANNUAL BUS DATA SHEET _____ YEAR
Cost Are*. oc%t oil tiresT
Coat of Macb. Drivers Other total repairs wages wages Eacp»
t
Ave* cost qt of oil _________Cost per child #iile _ _ _ _ _ _Cost per Td u s #iile _ _ _ _ _ _ _Total Tousses lateNo. trips Tous out of commissTonNo. days roads impass&Tole _ _ _ _Daily milage all busses ________Chi Id miles of transportation
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SABCrEHT CONSCELIEATED SCHOOL 
BUS DRIVERS DAILY REPORT 
Date
Bub
“1--------------- »----- 1
' Time ' No.
—  T -  "r— 1—  —  - 
of P*upilé Remarke;No. •Start * A rrive'Touay1 t 1 t 1 •
keg, 'New^rppRepalrs* ' Discipline• ♦ t etc
1.
1 1 # " 
• 1 I » t I t 1 I
t If t t I t t t t t t t
2e 1 t I f 1 1 1 1
t I t I t t t t I
5. I t  t f t  t t t t
* ■ t " ■ t t t t t t
4e “k t' " t 
t t 1 t t t t t 1
5. I t I f t  t t t t
t t 1 t t t
6e IT r  ̂t I t 1 1 t
' 1 ' ’t" " t ' ̂  t t t t t t
7. t t t 1 t t t t t
" " T " t "t
t t t
é. "# 1 ' t 1 t t t 1 I t t t t t t t
(The above sheet hold the record of both trips made each day by the bus. To the right of the "remarks" the neme of the driver is written both for the morning trip and for the evening trip* The back of the sheet may be used also if additional information is given.)
EXHIBIT Y 
CUUULATl'ra MONTHLY BUS REPORT 
Sargent Consolidated Shhocls, Monte Vista, Colo
NOV.’iaSC. ’MAR* ’APR.f 1 1 1 I •MAY 'SÜML1ABYI I" " 1  # % 1 11 1 II 1 1 t t 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 I
1 1 111 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
EXHIBIT Z 
DRIVER’S DAILY REPORT TO PRINCIPAL 
Consolidated School District No.
.Minnesota 
Week Ending__Route No. 19
Mon Tues Wed Thur Pri1. Time of first stopin morning • • •2. Time of arrival atschool building.5* Time of departing from school building.4. Time of last stop inevening • . . .5. Number of times driverhad to wtit for childrdn • • • •6. Number of times childrebecame disorderly7. Number of foot warmersu s e d ..........8. Number of pupils-morninfeevening
9. Names of pupils lateto meet wagon
10 Trips made by other thanregular driver (give name and day). . . .11 Character of disturbance.
12 Character of complaints by parents or pupils
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BHIVER«S BEPQRT TO PRINCIPAL
13. Suggestions by parents or pupils
14. Times inspected by P rincipal?By State Inspector? Others?
15. Reeded equipment............................ .
16. Was bus flagged across all Hailway Tracks?. • .
I....................................  certify that
this is a true report.
(Signed)  ___________________Driver
#Pupils designated to flag at railroad crossings for week o f ......................................
Principal
#N«B. Above to be filled out by principal before card is given to driver*Pile cards for each driver separately and in order. Keep in mind our Joint responsibility for thephysical and moral welfare of all children trans ported* Teach and insist on "Safety Pirst*" Drivers must make prompt and correct reports*
Name of School
Area of school groxmds?
Do you have a school garden? Experimental plot?
Dogs the school have an auditorium?
Is it used hy outside orgajiizations? How often?
Is it used for lecture courses? libving pictures?
Farmers* cluhs? Woman’s cluhs?
Details of the buildings :
Have you artificial lighting? V.liat kind?
Ventilation other than windows? Is it satisfactory?
What kind of heating system? Is it satisfactory?
Is there running water?
What kind of toilets?
For how many months is the janitor employed?
Which of the following extra-curricular activities do you have?
Band? Orchestra? Glee Club? Debate teams?
School paper? Basket-ball (girls? boys?)
What others?
Is high school credit given for any of the above?
Which of these activities were engaged in before consolidation? 
How many public entertainments per year?
Do you participate in inter—scholastic meets?
Has your library benefited from consolidation?
What is the range of salaries for grade teachers?
Are the patrons satisfied with consolidation?
Y/hat advantages have resulted from consolidating?
Î̂ hat complaints, problems, or handicaps have arisen?
ther side of this sheet.)
REG/*KDIÎTG TRANSPORTATION 
Do you transport any pupils? Hov/ many?
For how many years has the district transported pupils?
Do you use automohilcs? How many?
Do you use horse-drawn vehicles? How many?
How many Vehicles docs the district own?
How many are privately owned?
What qualifications are demanded of drivers?
Are pupils allowed to drive husses?
Is the driver bonded? How much?
V/hat salary is paid to the drivers?
V/hat is the longest distane :any child is hauled? Shortest?
About what is the average one-v/ay distance?
vyhat is the maximum length of time any child is enroute?
V/hat is the shortest time? Average time?
What is the annual cost to the district for transporting?
Do you have a special tax levy for the purpose? How much?
(If you have analyzed your transportation problem and have any figures regard­
ing the cost per p\q>il per year, per mile, or per day, I should appreciate
having then. )
When do the busses arrive at the schoolhouse?
When do they leave? Are vehicles heated? How?
What effect does transportation have on regularity of attendance?
On tardiness?
Is there a disciplinary problem in connection with the busses?
How frequently are busses delayed by irgpassable roads?
Do the patrons seen satisfied with the transportation?
What complaints are made?
Do you have a lunch prohlen? How do you aolvo it?
Name of consclidati on • • • • • • •
Number of districts consolidated ...........
Number of 1-room schoolsdiscontinued  .............
Area served, square miles . . . . . . . . . .
Assessed valuation of consolidated ares • • •
Mill levy; maintenance; int. and sinking ; ; special for books, etc....... .
Area in grounds ... ................... ..
Number of buildings used . . . ........... ..
Value of property...........................
Value of e q u i p m e n t .........................
School income for year ......................
Cost of new buildings erected asresult of consolidation.  ...............
Enrollment - elementary.....................
Enrollment - high school.....................
Number of grade teachers
Number of high school teachers...............
Length of term .. ..........................
Bonded indebtedness .........................
Auditorium...................................
Capacity.....................................
Community organizations  ............ ..
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